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Zapatistas

Going strong.

Snowboarding

Mexican rebellion
finds a home at

Jason Goulet
continues to produce
for hockey team.

Winter sports amuse
and explode from
area snow drifts.

scsu

·Committee wraps up assessment of SCSU
Accreditation team to write evaluation of university
by Lloyd Dalton

of Colleges and Schools listened to
faculty Tuesday - morning in

NEWS EDITOR

Students, faculty

and staff

ex:pressed their -opinions of the

university during open forums
which capped last week's four-day

assessment of the last 10 years of
progress at SCSU.
Members of the evaluation team
from the North Central Association

Atwood Memorial Center, and to
students later in the afternoon.
The approximately 20 students
who attended the afternoon forum
gave positive responses to the broad
questions asked by the team
members. When asked what makes
the school good or bad, junior Mike
Kohler indicated a high level of

friendliness and personal attention
from faculty.
''The professors are very
personable and friendly," Kohler
said. "Also, there are very few
classes taught by TAs or graduate
students."
By contrast, · several students
said they felt the adviser program at
SCSU is weak.
'The advisers need work," said

senior Jacqu-eline Sene. "I don't
know if it's a lack of training, or
what the cause is, but they aren't as
effective as they should be."
1be general consensus was that
SCSU's best asset is its student
organizations and the op)X)rtunities
they offer for students to gain
experience and knowledge away
from the classroom. The resident
adviser program and University

Public Safety were mentioned as
avenues for students desiring
leadership experience
Senior Amy Nord said the
financial flexibility of Student
Government in budget allocation
compares favorably to other
MnSCU institutions.

GOTO FORUMS, PAGE 10 •
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Health
Services·
·continues
undergoing
changes

Dashingthrough the snow

by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Shane A. Opatt/AfSJSTANT' PHOTO EDfT'OR

Steve Henschen, a senior speech communication major, plays in the snow Tuesday morning before class.

Women ·maligned in media, workplace
Attorney shows how women a(e demeaned
by Paul Keprios
It is the generaJ practice of the media to
show women in powerless situations, and'to
portray young women in a sexual manner.
That is the -opinion of Lori Peterson, an
activist and attorney with her own law finn in
Minneapolis.
Peterson SJX>ke Wednesday about violence
against women in the media and in the

workplace in Atwood Memorial Center's
Voyageurs Room.
Peterson is known for bringing lawsuits
against such large companies as Hooters and
Stroh's. Peterson is currently handling more
than 50 cases dealing with some fonn of
sexual harassment
"There are not a lot of law finns who do
this type of work," Peterson said. "We are one
of the few in the U.S. I am not always the
most popular lawyer with my colleagues."

"We asked Ms. Peterson to come in and
speak because she has a good view of why
sexuaJ harassment is so pervasive in today's
society," said Women's Center Director Jane
Olsen.
"I think Ms. Peterson did a good job of
linking the slide presentations images to what
we see day to day," Olsen said.

Go TO PETERSON, PAGE 7 •

There have been plenty of changes at
SCSU's Health Services.
One of these changes, which directly
affects any student who uses the facility is the
automatic charge per visit.
"At the recommendation of the (Student
Government) Fee Allocation committee, we
have begun charging students for office visits
rather than raising student activity fees," said
Lynda Gans, Health Services assistant
director.
To assist students with the new fee, Health
Services is working with several insurance
companies to transfer the office visit fee from
the student to the insurance company,
according to Gans. Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
Medica. Central Minnesota Group Health,
MAGMAC, MN Care and PMAP are some
of the companies involved in the program. U
Care is in the process of being added to that
list.
This insurance provision not only benefits
the students but it incn;ases the pool of
revenue for the student fee allocation
committee, according to Bob Bayne, director
of HeaJth Services.
"We continue to offer all the same services
that we did ilefore," Gans said. "A real plus
for students is that we are now an urgent caie
service, so students can get in the same day or
within 24 hours."

Go TO HEALTH, PAGE 7 •
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CAMPus & CoMMUNnY

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
Men's Wrestling
at Northern State University
6 p.m.

Women's
Basketball
vs. Nebraska-Omaha at
Hallenbeck Hall 8 p.m.

Men's Basketball
vs. Nebraska-Omaha at
Hallenbeck Hall 8 p.m.

Weekend Camping
Trip
The Outings and
Recreation Center is
sponsoring a weekend
camping trip to Brainerd.
For more information stop
by Atwood Memorial Center

118.

Applications Due for
Open Mic Night
Apply for Spot Light Open
Mic Night in the Quarry in
Atwood Memorial Center,
room 118. For mOre
information call 255-2205.

Black History Month
February is Black History
and UPB Films Committee
will show the movie
"Malcom X" all weekend
long. The movie will play in
Atwood Memorial Center,
Little Theatre Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 6 p.m.

SATURDAY
Men's Hockey
vs. Colorado College at
National Hockey Center

2:05 p.m.

Women's
Basketball
vs. Northern Colorado at
Hallenbeck Hall 6 p.m.

Men's Basketball
vs. Northern Colorado at
Hallenbeck Hall 8 p.m.

SUNDAY
Men's Hockey
vs. Colorado College at
National Hockey Center
2:05 p.m.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498
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information on registration or general
questions call l -888-234- 1125. To volunteer
call Joyce McDonald at 202-1403.

Star of the North
Games returning to
SCSU this summer
It's been tefl years since St. C loud State
University hosted the first Star of the North
Games. But the games will soon return to

Retired professor dies
at age 75

Elizabeth Van Pelt, lifetime educator and
scsu.
fonner professor of English at SCSU, died
June 20-22 , and 27-29, 1997, the
on Saturday.
Olympic-style games featuring over 7,000
Van Pelt, 75, received her doctor of
amateur athletes from all acr6ss the state
philosophy degree in English from -the
will commence.
Eight local cities will host the events University of Illinois. She then taught in
a long with St. Cloud. The Minnesota Illinois high schools until 1963 when she
Amateur Sports Commission is the driving became an English professor at SCSU. She
force behind the games. St. Cloud has retired in 1991 .
Van Pelt stayed active- in several
formed a local organizing committee that is
·educational programs around ' the nation.
also working on preparing for the games.
Pre-registration is required for almost all She was also on the Salvation Anny
events, and volunteers are needed. For more Advisory Board.

STATE

Jewell settles ·
with CNN
For the second time in as many
months, Richard Jewell, the
security guard accused · of the
Olympic bombing, settled with a
media organization.
CNN announced it was settling
out of court with Jewell, who had
complained the 1V news station
invaded his and his mother's
privacy by maintaining 24 hour
surveillance of their apartment
Last month NBC paid
reportedly paid Jewell $500,CKX>to
settle a threatened defamation suite.
Jewell was cleared in the
Olympic bombing in October after
being the number one suspect for
BB days.

VPcandida~
schedule campus
appearance
Finaiists have been selected for oncampus interviews for the position of Vice
President of Academic Affairs.
The finalists are: Dr. Peter Hutchinson
of Bowling Green State ,University (Jan.
30-31 ); Dr. Margaret Lucas of Rochester
Institute of Technology (Feb. 5-6); Dr.
E li zabeth Scarborough of Indiana
University (Feb. 19-20); and Dr. Suzanne
Williams of Arkansas State University
(Date to be determined).
One session is scheduled for each day
the candidate is on campus. The first day's
session is at 2:30 p.m. The second is at 9
a.m. All sessions will be in the Voyageurs
Room, Atwood Memorial Center.

& NATION

Simpson jury
begins
deliberation
Closing
arguments·
are
completed and the jury is in
deliberation in the OJ. Simpson
civiltrial.
If the jury finds Simpson guilty
of wrongful death in the murder of
Ronald Goldman they could award
the Goldman family up to $12
million. According to Simpson and
his attorneys, collecting this money
will be a problem.
According to the financial
statement supplied by Simpson, the
ex-football star's net worth is close
to zero. The Goldman family's
attorney says that is not possible,

but if it were the case Simpson
would make money in the future.

Disney may sell
publishing
group

Testing begins
on flu-fighting
pill
California researchers have

WaJt Disney may part with"lts
publishing group, which includes
seven daily newspapers and more
than I00 magazines.
A $ 19 billion merger occurred
two years ago and initially gave
Disney ·control of Capital
Cities/ABC. The merger was the
largest media combination ever.
The entertainment company
based in Burbank, Calif. has not yet
officially announced the sale.
Officials say a sale, spiooff or swap
are all IX>S5ible at this time.

created a new drug used to prevent
and treat influenza.
The
i:{rug,
known
as
neuraminidase inhibitor, blocks the
enzyme necessary for replication of
flu viruses.
The new drug has been tested
on five species of animals and has
had positive results.
1be Swiss phannaceutical
company, Hoffmann-LaRoche,
will undertake the hwnan research.
The flu infects between 25
million and 75 million, and kills
alomost 25,CKX> people a year.
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University Chronicle (USPS 121-580) is written and edited by St. Cloud State University students and is
published twice weekly during school quarters, and weekly during summer sessions, except final periods and
vacations.

According to a report by the state
fire marshall's office, SCSU had to
remove all human occupants or
provide a sprinkler system for
Lawrence Hall.
SCSU estimated costs of the
sprinkler system at $90,000. Other
needed repairs would bring the bill
close to $400,000 so it was closed.
Built in 1905, Lawrence Hall is
the oldest building on SCSU
campus, It has been empty, since

Editorial, production and office facilities are in 13 Stewart Hall, SCSU. The newspaper' is funded with
student activity fees through the Student Government Finance Committee.

1975.

CoRRECITONS
In the Jan. 28 edition of
University Chronicle Yasuko
Kamada was li sted as· a social
responsibility major. She actually is
a graduate student in the area of
social responsibility.
Also in the same issue it was
stated Jim Stigman was going to
speak to student government about
the phone investigation. He is
actually going to be speaking about
connecting with alumni in an
upcoming Washington D.C trip.

Subscriptions to University Chronicle are available by mail for $5 per quarter and can be obtained by
sending a mailing address and check or money order to University Chronicle. The paper is mailed free to
student teachers, interns and advertisers upon request.
Second class postage paid in St. Cloud, Minn. 56301. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to
University Chronicle, St. Cloud State University, 13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, Minn. 56301-4498.
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Zapatista conflict .reacJtes SCSU
SCSU senior travels to Mexico to
team more about the rebellion,
returns to campus to inform the
community and advocate the
Zapatista movement
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

For the first time since returning
from the region of Chiapas,
Mexico, SCSU senior Jerry L6pez
gave a public address to students
Monday.
In his presentation, L6pez
described his experiences and
observations from his second visit
to the southern region of Mexico,
· the area of conflict between
Zapatista rebels and government
soldiers. He began with an
overview of the economic and
political situation existing in the
country.
"Mexico is politicaJly unstable,
which means that political parties
kill each other," L6pez said. "We're
dealing with a country where
killing, murder, torture and rape are
common."
The conflict that exists between
the Zapatista army and the Mexican
government, tenned a "lowintensity war," · is such that
intimidation in the form of torture
and rape replaces outright battle to
control an area and its population,
L6pez said
The reasons behind the conflict
lie in the distribution of wealth
among the citizens of the nation,
particularly the Chiapas Jegfon,
which has historically been

agricultural and populated by
peasant fanners.
"Mexico is a country where 75
percent of the population lives in
extreme poverty," L6pez said.
"When I speak of extreme poverty,
I don't mean ·that they're on
welf~e. I don't _mean they ' have
subsidized housing. They are in
extreme poverty."
The passage of the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFfA) in 1994 led the
Zapatistas, who had previously
been a clandestine group of
p:>litical insurgents, to declare war
and take up arms against the
Mexican government on Jan. I of
that year. They objected to a change
in the constitution of Mexico
required by NAFTA.
Before the adoption of NAFfA,
article 27 of the Mexican
constitution specified that farmers
owned the land they lived upon.
The article was changed to create a
paper-based, concrete policy for
titles and ownership of land parcels.
This is far from the first instance
of an economic policy driven by a
foreign investor, L6pez said.
Examples of such programs, he
explained, would include asking a
nation to produce more of certain
exportable goods, or to cease
production of competitive products.
The recent collapse of the peso and

Photo by Jerry Lopez

A convoy of Mexican military vehicles drives by. This sight is common throughout the region,
according to Jerry Lopez.

the resulting U.S. bailout led to the fonn of land-ownership to a piece- difference between the Zapatistas
oil reserves of Mexico being used of-paper system, you change a way and a "typical" revolutionary group
as collateral. Oil is another resource of life," L6pez said. "Foreign is their commitment to nonfound in Chiapas.
investors can now buy your plot of violence and their unique agenda
"This is a country that has land, can force you to sell your for change.
extreme poverty, and they're trying land, can steal your land and ·say
"A military coup, when a
to become economically stable, and you don't own it. This is critical if dictatorship takes over anothe.r
become classified as a developing your land has oil on it."
dictatorship, is very cOmmon in
country. One of the ways they try to
The declaration of war by the Latin America," L6pez said. 'The
make themselves look developed is Zapatista army resulted in Zapatistas are very different.
by engaging in economic policy immediate action from the United They have no intentions of
which will allow them to
overthrowing
the
have foreign investment, to
goVemment. They are an
get rid of the national debt
army. They are not a
guerrilla force. They are
and
become
more
common people who work
• developed," said L6pez.
According to L6pez,
in the fields, responding to
some would argue that it is
a challenge to their way of
living."
a good thing to force
by
Mexico to increase the
L6pez stressed the
difference
between
standard of living.
"But what we are
ordinary Zapatistas, who
looking at today is the
support the group's aims
and ideology, and members
cost, the expense and the
commitment: am willing of
impact on the 75 percent
the Zapatista army, who
of the people who live in
Crul)'Weapons.
to
give
my
life
for
this.'
poverty," L6pez said.
,,:) 'The Zapatista soldiers
The
cost,
L6pez
are educated by and
Jerry Lopez
elaborated, is that the value
connected
to
the
SCSLJ SENIOR
of land resources and the
community," L6pez said.
'They have one absolute
resulting profit from their
control, creates a situation where States, L6pez said. Helicopters, commitment: I am willing to give
indigenous peasants are at a severe jeeps, ammunition and infantry mylifeforthis."
Photo b:, Jerry Lopt1.
disadvantage against foreign equipment were given to Mexico
Communities coming together at a center of resistance in corporate interests and Mexican under the anti-drug effort. These
Oventic, Mexico, to celebrate New Year's and the third agricultural monopolies.
were put to use to quel the uprising.
anniversary of the uprising. Some walked for days to attend.
"When you go from a traditional
According to L6pez, the
Gorn LOPEZ, PAGE 7 •

The Zapat:ista soldiers are
educated and connected
to the community. They
·have one absolute
'I

Student group supports-Zapatistas, will protest in Chi

.·>s~~- .

by6lult~
The Zaparista

#,nen< lias official

support at St Cloud Sllll!i University.

~=~t~~lii~
dedicated.

tQ . SUJ'P')Jti.ll&

: O!>je<!ives of

the aims and

the;:t><~</""1

teVQluti011A11

~~~~~ ll/ll! ~~(

i-n,.. p~iit
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Herold ,aid. ~·~ have. tried

negotiating wilh ~:~: lie refused to
listen. My trollP:·"I~ an international
organization wrocb :~bows· our efforts on
behalf of the only fQit;e cai,at>le of bringing
peace and.stability to~:·
Hereid said inve.~. arc. not concerned
with the pUght11i'J/ii . '
of Mei<ieo,
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Passolt one of SCSU's success stories
by Jeff Dahler
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

People in the broadcasting field know what it
"takes to make it big: Talent, hard work,
determination, know-how and luck.
An SCSU aJumnus attests ·10 all these, stressing
luck.

Jeff Passolt, a 1981 graduate of SCSU and
current anchor of KMSP-TV's new IO p.m.
newscast, has been in the right place at the right
time for a majority of his 16-year broadcasting
career.

Passolt started his professional broadcasting
career as an intern in the sports department at
KMSP. While there, Sportscaster and SCSU
graduate Jim Gilleland, encouraged Him to do
stories. When Gilleland went on vacation, KMSP
ran Passolt's work on the newscast.
''Even though I did not get paid for my work,"
Passolt said. ''I gained something much more
valuable - experience."
After his internship was completed, Passolt
started looking for a job. He made "cold calls,"
which means sending a video tape and a letter
request for an interview to
every small market station in
the area.
He was rejected by every

Passolt came to SCSU in the
'70s. He said the woman he
was dating, Lisa Thompson
(now his wife), was attending
SCSU. That, coupled with a
He said this was when
chance to play hockey were the
he realized it was going to
two biggest attractions to. the
take more than being on TV
school. However, he said what
for one week to get a job in his
I
sold him on SCSU was the
field.
people he met on campus while
Passolt landed his first
visiting his future wife.
paying job with KARE-TV
"I had been up there a
more valuable riews as an associate producer
few times to visit her, and got
for a weekend . TV show.
a chance to meet a few people,"
The job paid $100 a week, but
Passolt said. "I thought to
according to Passolt, this job
Jeff Passolt
myself, 'This seems like a nice
fit him well for two reasons.
KMSP-TV NEWS ANCHOR
place,' and I ended up there."
'The money was not great,
When Passolt came to
but I needed to get my foot in
SCSU, he did not intend to be a mass the door;' he said. ''Also, my wife was teaching
communications major. In fact, he planned to full-time here in the 'Cities, and since she was the
major in physical education and minor in coaching. bread earner of the family, there was no way I
That was his intention until he enrolled in an could tell her to quit her job and follow me
introduction to mass communications course.
around."
"I really had a good time in the class doing all
Passoll continued wOrking at KARE for
of the stuff that goes along with broadcasting," about nine months. Then one day, weekend
Passolt said. "It was so much fun getting thrown on sportscaster Dick Bremer, another SCSU graduate,
the air and goofing around in the studio."
called in sick with laryngitis and the other
Passolt started his mass communications career sportscaster Was out of town, so Passo\t was
at SCSU in radio. He said because of class work thrown on the air.
and the hockey schedule he did not have a chance
to.work with U1VS until summer sessions.
Go TO PASSOLT, PAGE 6 •

•Even though '1 did
not get paidfor
my work, gained
something much
experience.

Shane A. Opatz/ASSisrANI PH(J[O fl)flOR

SCSU alumnus Jeff Passolt sits in the studios of KMSP•lV channel 9.
Passolt graduated from SCSU in 1981 with a degree in mass
communications.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TAT

University . TAT
~ Ambassadors ~
Now Recruiting!

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

We will be hosting two
informational meeting sessions:
4 p.m. Wed, Feb. 5 and Thu, Feb. 6
Mississippi Room in Atwood Memorial Center
Applications are due by 4:30 p.m.'Thu, Feb. 20
Admissions Office in AS 115
Applications will be handed out at the
information sessions or pick one up in AS 115.
For more information call the Admissions Office at 255-2244

Premiere Student Housing
c-+ Heated Swimming Pool
c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

c-+ Air Conditioning
c-+ Large Storage Room
c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+ Individllal Leases
c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

Call 252-2633

Friaay, January 31;- 1997""'
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Teleconference offers information on internships
by Karlee Morgan

Cenntennial Hall room I00, that
provided students with internship

Greenberg. "Internships may be
paid or not paid, part or full time,
and credit may be earned Lowards
graduation."
'There is no difference
bet'Ween finding an internship and
finding a job. The techniques are
the same," said Rich Murray,
director of career services at,

opportunity

SCSU.

STAFF WRITER

The University of Tennessee at
Knoxville
sponsored
a
teleconference Wednesday in

ideas.

Students

looking for experience related to
their field and
the
opportunity
to
apply
talents in a
real-life work

Greenberg suggested looking

There is no
difference between
.finding an
internship and
finding a job. The
techniques are the
same.

environment
were

targeted.
Bob
Greenberg,
•director of

for
an
internship
now, no matter
what

y0ur

college .status.
He
said
students
shoi.Jld go to

the
career
services office
and participate
in
exploration.
services at the
This will lead
University of
to ideas and a
Tennessee at
possible·
Knoxville,
infonnational
explained, via
interview with
Rich Murray
satellite, the
someone who
DIRECTOR OF CAREER
benefits of an
works in their
internship.
SERVICES
field
of
"An
interest.
internship is
"In
an
an opportunity to learn, build your infonnational interview, ask a
resume, improve professional series of questions such as: How
skills. and may possibly lead to Wd you get into this field? What
direct employment with the do you like or Wslike about it?
prospective comp~ny," said What do you do all day? and

What advice do you have for me
to prepare for this?" said
Greenberg.
Internship b~ - the syste.m
in which each department wsts
possible internships - within the
student's inajor, career ,services,
prospective company's web page
and books on internships are
helpful resources ii:i finding
internships,
according
to
Greenberg.
''The public library is a better
resource for finding an internship
than a school library," said
Greenberg.
Jennifer Pierstorf, senior,
participates in an internship
within the social work field at
New Beginning, a social work
organization in St. Cloud. She
received her internship by
searching through the SOC:ial work
department's internship bank.
Pierstorf applied to eight non-paid
positions..
"I am learning how to better
handle the situations in the""SOCial
work field," said Pierstorf.
According to Greenberg, any
job may be turned into an
internship by creating a job within
it. Students should ask their
employers to conduct a survey in
order to make improvements.
When on the prowl for
internship possibilities, students
should consider positions that
range in level of challenge to

obtain.
.
..
"Students should apply for six
to ten internships ranging from
very coITlpetitive, odds of ten-toone competitive, and the easy-toget internships. After an interview
has been established, research the
company again by asking for
more information about the
company, talking to students who
have participated in the program,
and looking at the company's
home page on the internet," said
Greenberg.
Internships have criteria and
:{tudents are encouraged to check
within their major's department
about them. Greenberg said he
suggests starting by making the
most of on-campus facilities.
"Career services is an
opportune place to start looking.
Participate in the programs
offered at your school. Take
advantage of resources now and
the benefits will give you the
leading edge in your fif~ld," said
Greenberg.
For more infonnation on
writing resumes and cover letters,
or internships, contact Career
Services at 255-2151 or stop by
the
office
located
Administrative Services, room
!OL

,::::Z.,oses

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon.-Fri. 8:308:00, Sat. 8:30-5:00, Sun. 10:00-4:00
WE'LL MEET OR BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

252-6582 • 253-1227
805 W. St. Germain, Downtown St. Doi.id

i3C -

-

EXPIRES 2-2~-97

r
ance between D~'.s and Target

ea.II 252-8151
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Speaker discusses the sex politics of meat
Objectification of animals leads to objectification of women, speaker said.
by Jodi L. Wallin
STAFFWRffER

It may be difficult for a meat
consuming nation like America to

see where eating animal t1e·sh and
the dehumanization of women are
interrelated, but for Carol J. Adams
the connection is all too clear.
Talcing animals apart an<~
making objects out of them makes

it easier to do the same thing to objectifies animals for use and
humans, especially females, consumption. ·
•
according to Adams. This was the .. The images, along with Adams'
theme of her keynote address and lecture, helped focus her thoughts
slide presentation titled, ''The on the connection between meat
Sexual Politics of Meat,'' held and animals being personified into
Wednesday at rutsche Auditorium. femaJe roles to sell them. •
AcCording to Adams, ads,
Adams usecl advertisements
cartoons, pornography and other showing crabs' legs with the
media portray how the dominant caption "Nothing Beats a Great Pair
structure in American society of Legs."

Carol J. Adams presented her views on. ''The Sexual Politics of Meat" on Wednesday in Ritsche
Auditorium. Adams' presentation included a slide show depicting personified animals.

Passolt

Another ad promised "Live
Nude Lobsters," much in the same
way an adult entertainment venue
would advertise their events. A
menu totivg a "Double D Cup
Breast" in a bold headline was the
name of a large turlcey sandwich.
Meat consumption is tied to
disrespect and violence to women,
Scribner said after the presentation.
"It tied together something I
never saw but now I can see,'' said
Dan Scriber, senior psychology and
sociology major. "I had never seen
the connection between meat
consumption and feminism."
By looking at \itllmals as only
the sum of their parts and calling
them not cows or pigs OOt beef and
pork, it becomes easy to make them
objects, according to Adams.
"You can't eat an animal until it
is broken up," Ad~s said. She
compared it to the objectification
and fragIDentation of women.
"In pornography, a woman
becomes the sum of her body parts,
not the whole," she said. Like meat,
a woman becomes a breast, legs or
buttocks.
"We're taught to believe that
animals are there for food,"
Scribner said. "Anything cuddly we
separate."
In making animals into
consumable flesh, they are removed
from their role as an animal and
thought of as a product, Adams
said. It is the same ty{X! of thing that
batterers and rapists do to
dehumanize their victims by calling
them "whore" and "bitch," she said.
"The
fragmentation
that

interested in being the sportscaster
for their morning show. They told
him they had a contract ready for
him.
Passolt told KSTP he was
interested and he would call
them back. When he told KARE
management about KSTP's offer,
KARE immediately matched it
and raised the offer by $2,500.
Passolt called KSTP back and told
them that KARE raised their offer.
A.gain the offer was matched and
raised.
When he went back to
management at KARE. for the
second time to inform them about
the newest offer, they had a
contract ready with an additional
$2,500 raise. Passolt accepted
KARE's offer and became a
sportscaster.
"In about 10 minutes.,. I went
from working at (KARE) .and
working part-time at Ridgedale
Mall, to signing a contract
with $7,500 to .$10,000-a-year
raise;' Passolt said. ''That is how I
signed my first contract. No agents,
no nothing."
In 1988, Passolt was asked to fill
in for Mark Rosen ol1 the KQRSFM morning sports show. He did it
once and did not expect to do it
again.
After a brief trial with another
sportscaster, KQRS asked Passolt if
he was be interested in doing it five
days a week. He accepted. He
continued and working for KARE
until January of 1991, when he
decided to take a sportscaster
position in Denver.

Passolt said she did the
intctview without his help and did a
great job doing it. He asked his
daughter if she would ever want to
be a sportscaster and she said "No."
When he asked her why she said,
"Because I want to s~nd time with
my family."
Passolt talked to his wife, Who
was supportive of a career change.
It just so happened he and KMSP
worked out perfectly for each other.
"I've been pleasantly surprised
with (KMSP)," Passolt said. 'There
is a lot more technology than I
expected. People are paying
attention to and watching. We have
to take that as a compliment."
Mark Mills, adviser of UTVS
and
mass
communications
professor, said he thinks Passolt's
greatest attribute is the ability to
present himself as a regular person
on TV.
'1 think he is one of the few
extremely
human
broadcast
journalists I've ever known of,"
Mills said. "A lot of broadcast
Jeff Passolt
journalists consider themselves
KMSP NEWS ANCHOR
stars. They would never go .on a
morning show and make and take
jokes, OOt he does. He is not afraid."
watch the games because you n~ver ·. ; Passolt said he thinks the
know when the anchor Will turn to education students receive in the
you and say, 'How about that catch mass communications department
so-and-so made last night?' You at SCSU is second to none.
have to know what he is talking
''The mass communications
about."
department at SCSU is very
Passolt said a comment made by strong,'' Passolt said. "When
his daughter is what changed his comparing interns we get from
mind about his profession. She was SCSU to.other schools that we get
along for a father-daughter day and students sent from, and fellow
was going to be doing a interview employees that are working here, I
with Eric Young, Colorado Rockies know that SCSU has a much
All-Star second baseman.
stronger heritage in this field."

life."
Animals" are individuals with
personaJities and should be
respected as IQ?Ch as humans,
Adams said.
Some of her slides compare
women hung from ropes during the
witch trials of the 1800s and those
of deer hunters showing off their
prey by hanging it in a similar pose
Comparisons such as those,
along with cartoons depicting
animals as women, muddies the
water, said Sharp.
"I'm not sure that it helps the
argument," Sharp said.
Sophomore Brian Rippie said he
focused on the idea that Americans
are brought up looking at animals
as food and looking at women as
objects. After the presentation,
Rippie said he saw the connection
between the two.
For Adams, who acknowledged
that her stance is radical, getting the
individual to do some self
examination is one of her goals.
The slide presentation was in
conjunction with a series of events
and lectures centered around the
fifteenth annual Week On Violence
at SCSU, hosted by NOVA, which
took place Monday, Jan. 27 through
Friday, Jan. 3 I.

Tanning
Plans
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A few days later, KSTP-TV
called and asked if Passolt was

happens to people and animals is
accurate and very Strong," said
Mike
Sharp,
Non-Violent
Alternatives adviser.
"Meat is like pornography,"
Adams said. "Before it was
something fi\n. .it was something's

Passolt worked in Denver for
three years. While in Denver, he
said he started to feel OOmt out on
sportscasting. He said he was tired
of not seeing his family and not
having any fre(. time.
"Don't go into sportscasting if
you want to work five days a week
for 40 hours," Passolt said. "On
New Years Eve, you'll be working
because of bowl games. Fourth of
July is the All Star Grune. Even if
you have a Sunday off, you have to

-Limited Offer-
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• Tan Now Through April
.$69.00
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Don't go into
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you want to work
five days a week
for 40 hours,
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Negotiations between Zapatista
leaders
and
government

representatives have taken place on
several occasions, but none of the
rebels' demands have been met.

L6pez attriOOted this to pressure on
the government from private
interests and the fact that
government representatives sent to
work out a compromise have no
power to approve any compromise.
1ne years of conflict have gone
badly for the Zapatista anny, whiCh
has been forced into hiding in the
jungle and mountains at the
outskirts of the region, L6pez said.

Because of the underground nature
of the army, L6pez observed few
specifics of its activity and size
during his stay in Chiapas.
''If you ask questions about the
military, you are told 'that's the
question an enemy would ask'," he
said.
L6pez said he observed a high

level of government presence in the
area He described his observations
of military checkpoints and
government troop movements. 1be

Ph«o by Jerry Lopez

level of activity has risen
dramatically since his summer visit,
he said.
L6pez also illustrated the
tension between the government
soldiers, the Zapatistas, and the
civilians loyal to the government
"In the areas of conflict, you're
either a Zapatista or you're not," he
said. "If you're a Zapatista, and
you're caught on the other side of
the roadblock, you can be killed."
Sympathy for the Zapatistas
from other areas of Mexico is
mixed, L6pez explained, due to the
presence and · influence of
government.
"'There's a lot of confusion out

there," L6pez said. "A lot of money
has been spent on keeping the
Zapatista uprising quiet. There's a
government that has a lot of
reporters and newspapers on their
payroll, and they're going to be
biased. Human nature makes it easy
to find a reason to dislike a group." ·
L6pez said his trip increased his
personal knowledge of the present
situation of the rebellion and the
principles behind the Zapatistas.
'There was a lot more personal
testimony I could offer," he said. "I
went down there with a lot of
questions, and in three days they
were all answered."

Health

1

PAGE

All of these changes began last
year when the service undeiwent
downsizing.
According to Bayne, when the
university looked at last year's
budget there was a shortfall
between the amount being spent
and the amount allocated. .
Two members of the Health
Services staff retired, including
Ramona Younger, who was director
for more than 25 years.
Gans was Health Education
director and was promoted to
associate director, retaining her
previous position.
Bayne had a similar situation, as
he was director of the counseling
center and this year was promoted
to director of Health Services while

Peterson
The attention of the overflowing
crowd of men and women was held
by the graphic slide presentation.
Peterson went through slides from
many pornographic magazines and
advertisements which depicted
violent acts involving women.
Peter'son
attacked
the
advertising industry and how they
depicted woman as objects.
Peterson was not able to talk
specifically about her famous
lawsuits against the Hooters
restaurant chain and Stroh's
Brewing Company because of an
agreement in each settlement. She
did mention the problems she saw

.

A young girl stands in front of the San Andreas Medical Clinic, which services hundreds of
Indigenous communities. HaH a mile from this clinic is a large military camp.

retaining his previous position.
John Hann filled a void in the
staff of Health Services by starting
part time in October and moving to
full time in January as medical
director and physician.
Prior to taking the job at SCSU,
Hann worked for six years at MidMiruiesota Health Clinic. Before
that he was a member of the
National Health Services Core for
five years.
"This is my first college health
services experience," Hann said.
"Prior to this I worked in
community health services."
"We are trying to look at how to
better serve students," Bayne said.
"If they come in on Monday they
get served on Monday."

L6pez met with political
prisoners of the government and
attended presentations conducted
by me.mbers of the Zapatista
. community.
"When I say presentations, I
mean they came out and told l\S
what they saw, what they Jived
with," L6pez said.
After taking questions from the
audience, L6pez· encouraged
students to become informed about
the Zapatista conflict.
"We are about to witness the
destruction of a way of life," he
said. "I don't think there's an
activist on this earth that can't find

part of his or her cause in what's

happening in Chiapas. I don't
represent the Zapatistas-1 don't
represent anybooy. I'm just telling
you about things I saw, things I read
and experienced."
Sophomore Sheri Burggraff said
she appreciated the content of the
presentation.
'This
was
informative,"
Burggraff said. "I read about him
going over there before break. 1bis
gives people a different perspective
of other students getting involved
and making a difference."

Hot offt1te wire...
The majority of students that use
the services offered on campus are
those in the residence halls. The
minority are the students
commute, according to Bayne.
'This
is
a
year
of
experimentation at Health Services,
so we are trying new things,"
Bayne said. "We have a new
medical director, associate director
and director. We really want
·students' input."
Health Services is one of only
two accredited health services
programs in the state, the other at
the University of Minnesota.
"Accreditation has to do with
delivering what you say you deliver
and doing it with a sense i>f
quality," Bayne said.

t:!.ampus }Vla,,ageme.,,t is now
renting apartments for the 7997-98
school tjear.

... We now return to

our regularly scheduled

program.

PAGE 1 ·
with each company.
Pointing out how Hooter's has
only female waitresses; who wear
tight-wearing shirts and are asked to
dance around and even jump rope
upon request.
She explained that Stroh's
Swedish Bikini Team was
demeaning to women and they used
the advertisement extensively.
Mau Biermaier and Dan
Goodlund attended the presentation
for their Economics class. After the
presentation, their feelings were
different.
"It was good. She really opened
my eyes to something I had never

noticed before,'' Goodlund said.
"She was a good speaker and
got her point across," Biennaier
said. "I didn't feel like she was
men~bashing either."
Jessie Stmtton said she attended
the presentation becauSe she
wanted to become better informed
on the issues discussed.
'The slides were really graphic,
but it helped get the point across,"
Stratton said.
"We try to do something every
month, but this was really nice to
have Ms. Peterson come and
speak," said Jody Irwin of the
Women's Center.

ean 9ennytoday.
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Alumna advises on inlage control
;

by Tamera J. Manning
In the first ten seconds upon
meeting someone a first impression
is made. For interviewing, this

could mean the difference between
.landing a job and continuing the

difficult search for work, according
to Jane Wiger.
Wilger, a 1979 SCSU marketing
graduate, is the founder and
president of Wilger Image
Development in Minneapolis.
Wilger gave a presentation titled
"Image is Everything: How to

Control Yours" at 3 p.m.
Wardrobe
development,
Wednesday at Atwood Little corporate etiquette and body
Theater
language are all components that
According to Wilger 55 percent · project an image, good or bad,
of what people believe about a according to Wilger.
person comes from a visuaJ source.
"Buy the best you can afford in
"Thirty-eight percent is the tone clothes," \Yilger advised those
of your voice, apd seven peicent is about to enter the business world.
what you say," Wilger said. "A "In th~ long run, it is an investment
resume may get you in the door, but that will pay off::
once you are in you have to sell
Women should be careful with
yourself."
the way they dress for interviews,
Looking the part of a Wilger said.
professional is part of the sell,
"Skirts are safer and more
Wilger said.
professional than a pantsuit would

be," Wilger explained. 'The length
of the skirt should be right above
the knee. Even if the company you
are interviewing for follows a
casual dress ·code, you should stay
away from casual clothes for the
interview.''
Wilger also warned against
dressing too provocatively, and said
women should stay away from lowcut tops and anything that is
translucent.
Women's hair should either be
worn up or pulled back away from
the face. Light ~ake-up should be

Scott Anderson/SIMF Pff(lT(}(;RAPHER

Image consultant and alumna Jane Wilger spoke to students about projecting a professional image at Wednesday at Atwood Little
Theater.

used during the day, Wilger said.
Heavy make-up is just as bad as no
make-.up at all.
"Colored nail polish is fine as
long as it isn't chipped." she S3.id.
Men who do not fit well into
suits should consider tailor-made
suits instead of off-the-raclc suits.
"Sports coats are okay for some
fields," Wilger said. "Make sure
you wear socks that · are long
enough, wear long sleeves instead
of short sleeves, and undershirts are
a good idea Ties should be worn
down to the belt buckle."
Accessories play a prominent
role in -the professional look,
according to Wilger.
"If you carry a leather briefcase,
make sure it is in decent shape,"
Wilger said. "You should also
consider taking a decent pen along
with you to your interviews. Also,
taking notes at an interview is
acceptable. It is a sign of flattery."
A handshake may seem a trivial
part of a professional image, but it
is important, Wilger said.
"A weak handshake may make
you appear weak," Wilger said.
"Offer a finn handshake, make eye
contact, and stand up when you
greet people."
After Wilger finished her
speech, she answered questions
from audience members. She told
one student that if one has a
problem
with
exr.P.'-'-ivf".
perspiration, it would be acceptable
to bring a handkerchief.
Wilger told another student who
had a question about heel size that
any size is fine, as long as the shoe
feels comfortable.
1be speech and slide show were
sponsored
by
the
Career
Development Council, American
Marketing Association, Speech
Communication
Association,
Society for Human Resource
Management and the Office of

Students weigh housing costs for fall
by Sarah Tieck

price are phone, electricity, extended basic
cable and on-line computer access. There is
no damage deposit or advance payment
required.
On or off?
"It's more cost effective because
Midterms have just ended, spring break is
everything is included and there are no
closing in (the number of weeks left can be
hidden costs," Schel!inger said
counted on fingers) and it is time to decide on .
According to the same graph, off-campus
housing for fall quarter.
living costs approximately $1218 each
The decisions surrounding housing are quarter. 'This amount is based on a monthly
numerous. Students must consider whether to rent of $245. Schellinger said she thought this
live in a house, apartment.or residence hall; was a mid-range price, based on rent around
whether or not to secure roommates; and
what amount of money would be within their
"There's so much you can't do in a donn
personal budget.
that you can do in an apartment," explained
"It depends, too, on how far away you Elona Homer, a sopho)llore who ·Jives offwant to be," said Diane Schellinger, assistant campus. She has lived in the residence halls
director of Residential Life.
in the past.
·
Living in the residence halls costs
According to Homer, the additional
approximately $1009 per quarter, according freedom of living off-campus makes students
to a graph compiled by SCSU's Residential more reSJX>nsible and forces them to grow
Life offices. TIJ,is price is based on a double- up. She said extra perks are generally
occupancy room, with 21 meals each week not given to renters, and off-campus
plus 30 Husky Bucks. Also included in this dwellers must make more effort to keep
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

scsu.

in touch with friends in the residence
halls.
"It's real life, in bad ways and good
ways," Homer said.
The cost comparison is quite different
when unnoted factors are considered. 1be
residence hall rent price is figured for a
double-occupancy room, and the off-campus
housing options generally involve people
renting a private bedroom and sharing a
common area with roommates.
Off-campus living, with only the
necessities figured in, costs approximately
$1137. 'Ihis includes monthly rent, meals
($120/month), phone ($8/month) and
electricity ($6/month). There are extra initial
fees, such as phone hook-up, damage deposit
($200) and the last month's rent paid in
advance (around $245).
Although off-campus living seems to have
some additional fees at first, the damage
deposit is mostly refundable with a little care
to the rental unit, and the last month's rent
would be paid eventually anyway.

"In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity."

In order to get a single-occupancy room in
a residence hall for 1997-1998 school year,
students must first get on a waitihg list and
then they must pay an additional $159 each
quarter. This brings the residence hall cost of
living to $1168 each quarter.
According to Schellinger, living in the
residence halls is an opportunity which
should be taken advantage of, as it won't be
an option after graduation. She said she
believes the support and involvement
residence hall living provides is valuable.
Homer said she would not mind dormliving again,but that it would be hard for her
to confonn to the residence hall rules and
restrictions.
"I like (living off-campus) better because
you can make more of y"our own decisions,"
Homer explained.
Whether the choice is on or off-campus,
the time is now to pounce and make a
decision. Residence hall sign-ups take place
Feb. 12, and rental agreements and leases are
currently being signed.

Albert Einstein
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Mexican Village serves up a double dose
by Riley Worth
STAFF WRITER

For two years Bahman Anvary,
owner of Mexican Village in
downtown St. Cloud, has been
touring Mexican restaurants
lhroughout the southwestern United
States. What came out of his travels
was a traditional idea brought On by
popular demand, but with a new
and original setting.
Mexican Village Too is located
on 25th Ave. S. in St Cloud, where
Rax Restaurant was previously
located. The building's dimensions
are smaller than the original, but its
location, just off Division St., and

Forums

its different set-up has attracted a
crowd during its first two weeks of
business.
"'This is a very good location vet')' visible," Anvary said.
"Business has been very good.
We've gone over our expectations
for the first two weeks."
Anvary said hls business will
continue to cater to college
students. The prices for meals
generally range from five to seven
dollars. ''Too" will continue the
Mexican Village tradition of a free
birthday meal, he said.
"It's a unique alternative and
you still don't have to spend so
much," Anvary said.
"The way St. Cloud is growing,

just having a good location and
a good price isn't enough," Anvary
said. "We try to do more than
the task of serving foOO. We want to
see the satisfaction in our
customers."
" Too" employs approximately
40 people, mostly college age, and
is run by managers Mictrelle·Stusse,
Mark Rakke and Greg Wamert. ·
Included in the new decor are
built-up booths in the middle
for very priva1e seating and
counter seating for about a·
half-dozen. Colorful paintings•
cover the walls. Along the
perimeter is regular table seating.
On one of the walls is the saying, "I
don't speak English, but I promise

According to manager Michelle
Stusse, this summer they plan to do
things outside, incltlding lunches
and fajita grills to make use of the
outside seating.
'This location has the potential
for more takeout service," Stusse
said. "Besides that, we'll offer the
same atmosphere, same fullservice."
Stusse said she has not been to
Mexican restaurants in
the
Southwestern U.S. but believes that
despite the snow and the cold,
Mexican restaurants in Minnesota,
such as Mexican Village Too, can
be successful.
"We just tum up the heat and
pretend," Stusse said.
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The adequacy of technology
Margaret Vos, director of
at the university was another point Atwood Center, elaborated on
of agreement between students at opportunities for experience, using
the forum. Most felt the money the student eniployees in AMC as
coming from student computer fees examples. These students, who
haspaidoffinthefonnofcomputer number over 100, function at all
access, both in on-campus labs and levels of building management, she
through residence hall direct-diaJup said.
links.
Maribeth Overland, director of
The
Leaming
Resources the volunteer link at SCSU, pointed
Services building was discussed, out benefits to students who use the
with varying levels of optimism university's resources to find
from students. Most concerns dealt opportunities for involvement.
with the availability, or lack thereof,
'The students who are doing
of up-to-date books, journals and community service work are
other physical resources.
picking up those organizational
SCSU's progress toward, and dynamics," Overland said. '"They
current level of cultural diversity, take career readiness to the next
was an issue of disagreement step. They're getting the best of
between forum attendees. Graduate both worlds from an institution that
student Tia Marka explained she emphasizes academics but has
feel s there is a difference between really crossed the boundary into the
the stren'gth of international student community."
programs and American minority
One negative aspect of the
student programs.
university was the teacher-scholar
General
agreement
was issue, concerning the amount of
expressed that culture-based time professors devote to teaching
student groups at SCSU succeed as opposed to research. The
in their efforts to provide majority of those present said a
social opportunities and educational mutual understanding of what
programs relating to their constitutes scholarly research must
heritage. The university as a whole, be agreed upon.
however, was criticized for its
Several forum attendees pointed
"weak" efforts at achieving a · to the Minnesota State Colleges and
diverse community.
Universities (MnSCU) system as a
''There is no commitment source of frustration. The MnSCU
toward recruitment and retention of governing board is seen as
minority students, especially separated from campus issues. The
retention," Marka said. "I don' t fact that SCSU was not involved in
mean a surface commitment, I thecreationoftheMnSCUstrategic·
mean a real effort."
plan was given as an example.
The faculty and staff who
The new library was seen by
attended the morning forum most at the forum as a positive
expressed oveiwhelmingly positive development for the university.
impressions of the university's Eugene Gilchrist, vice president of
status and future direction. Like the administrative affairs, stressed the
students, they singled out the effort required to make the library a
multitude of student organizations reality, and the magnitude of the
and clµbs at SCSU as one of the library itself.
school's greatest strengths.
''The building will be three

not to laugh at your Spanish!"
Underneath is the same sentence in
Spanish.
According to An Vary, there is no
exotic story behind the phrase. It is
just a reminder to people when
reading the decor on the walls and
menu that nobody is going to make
fun of customers' attempts at
Spanish.
What sets '"Too" apalt' from the
downtown restaurant is a lowerlevel seating area surrounded by
glass windows that let light in. This
is in contrast to the dimly-lit
romantic atmosphere of the
downtown location. Both locations
have Spanish music in the
background.

times the size of Zapp Bank
downtown," Gilchrist said. "People
don't realize the statement this will
make in the community through
size alone."
Annette
Schoenberger,
professor of computer science, had
a more negative position regarding
the actual contents of the building.
"We don't have money to buy
adequate materials for our current
library," Schoenberger said. "None
of us wants to face the fact that we
don't have the money to maintain
and stock the library,right now."
The overall impression of the
future of SCSU was a positive one.
''The evaluation, and the
semester switch are good for
change and redesign," said senior
Mark Struthers. "Departments are
forced to look at themselves. It's a
major shake-up, and I can't imagine
anything else that would cause
something like this."
1be infonnation brought out at
the forums, aJong with data from '
hundreds of written reports and
personal testimonies, has been
partiaJly processed by the sevenmember evaluation team, which is
made up of faculty and
adininistration from colleges across
the nation.
Their impressions of the
university will be weighed against a
list
of
criteria
and
reccommendations from
the
previous accreditation visit in I986.
Processing the evaluation,
points of .which are subject to
review and appeal by the university,
takes several months. A first draft of
the report is expected in about a
month.
However,
the
general
recommendations and decision
made by the team were given to
administration members before the
team left Wednesday _morning.
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you can give the
gift of life and
earn money for
spring break.
Thousands of
¼
people just like
\~~~ you rely on
plasma products
to live healthy normal lives. Because your
donation is so important you are
compensated for your time.
Plasma donations are completely safe
& easy, you can use your time to study,
relax, or plan your spring break get away to
Fort Lauderdale, Mexico, Vail, or any
destination of your choice.
For more Information or to schedule
an appointment call 259-6300.

Community Bio-Resources
2019
Mon.,Wed., Fri.
Tue ., Thurs.
Sat.

Stearns Way
6:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
6:00 a.m . - 6:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
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STUDENT USE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE AVAILABIE
24HOURSADAY.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
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Goulet makes things ~ppeil for SCSU
by l(erry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

He may not be the most well•known
Husky hockey player, but Jason Goulet
has become one of the most important.
"(Goulet) is a very, very important
part of this team," said sophomore Matt

Cullen. "He just makes a lot happen. He's
pu1ting up big numbers because when he

gets the chance to score, he buries it."
Last weekend against the University
of Notre Dame in· South Bend, Ind.,
Goule1 played a role in all of the Husky
goals, scoring two goals and two assists.
A sophomore from Warroad, Minn.,

Goulet

has

not

received

much

recognition, but has come through for

SCSU when needed.
"When he scores, he scores goals that
are big and that are needed," said
freshman Matt Noga, a linemate of

Goulet's. "He's not just tacking on a goal
at the end of a 6-2 game."
Goulet has scored 11 goals and tallied
four assists for 15 points this season. He
said the majority of his points have come
from taking advantage of chances.
''I'm not a flashy goal-scorer, but if I
get a good pass, I'll bury it," Goulet said.
"I'm an opportunistic player, but you've
got to make the lx>unces happen."
Cullen said the speed and smarts
Goulet brings to the ice are invaluable.
"He has tremendous speed and is
really smart," Cullen said "He is easily
one of the fastest skaters on the team and
uses it well. He briilgs jt all together on
the ice."
Goulet plays on SCSU's third iine
with Noga and freshman Mike Rucinski.
Dubbed the "Gold Line," the trio tends to
score in bunches.
'"There are nights where we feel better
than others and you just play better,"
Goulet said. "We have a lot of the same
styles and really complement each other
well."
The "Gold Line" has enjoyed much
success this season and Noga said Goulet
is a main factor in the good fortune.

"(Goulet) just has a great scoring
toucl}. (Rucinski) and I look to him .ind
play off his moves," Noga said. "He
knows wha1 he's doing. He can score
from anywhere."
Although the third line is not' supposed
to hold the big scorers, Goulet is more
than happy to take the points.
"I'm happy with our role on the team
and have accepted ii as being defensive,
steady players," Goulet said. "But the
coaches love it when we get points."
Because Goulet plays steady
defensively as well as scoring JX)ints,
Noga said Goulet fi lls the third-line role
almost to perfection.
"He is an amazing two-way player,"
Noga said. "He can play defense just as
well as he's been scoring."
Goulet was named SCSU 's most
improved player last season, an honor
Cullen said was well deserved.
"He improved tremendously. I don't
think he was one of the top recruits and he
ended up on the second line," Cullen said.
"I think (the award) made him realize
how important he is to this team."
With the honor, Goulet said he felt a
sense of respect from the team and got
more attention from the coaches.
"(The award) made me feel like my
teammates respected me and it gave me a
big confidence boost," Goulet said. 'The
team and coaches looked to me a lot more
at the beginning of this year than at the
beginning of last year. I didn't feel a lot of

-

pres~~:n~ut/ro1:: \;~e:C."hockey
tradition, Goulet said he is happy to
represent Warroad. Minn., at SCSU.
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"I'm proud to saY I played for
, ~ '""
~
Warroad," Goulet said. "Warroad is a
:
,;:;~. ·
great place, especially if you're a hockey
,..,.,,...",.
player. There are always people patting
you on the back when you come home."
-:'JI ,~
After scoring 11 goals last year, .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J
Goulet said he wants to total 20 this year. Julia PelersonlPHaro EDITOR

~~le ~!~~tm~:1~:uc~~!"G:~!! SCSU sophomore Jason Goulet has become one of the Husky hockey squads vital cogs

said. "I'm happy with the goa1s'rve got, as a sopho"!ore. Pl~ying_on SCSU's third line, Goulet has tallied 11 goals and is sixth on
but I'd like to get some more."

the Huskies in sconng with 15 points.

NCC hoops hits half time with Mavericks on top
Pre-season poll way off, weekend crucial for league's teams
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

If there was ever a reason to ignore preseason media polls, all it would take is one
look at this season's North Central
Conference standings at the halfway point of
the basketball season.
This weekend marks the second half of the
se!).son and pre-season favorites, North
Dakota State 'University (5-4 NCC), find
themselves in a third place dogfight for the
conference title.
Mankato State University, which was
picked to finish seventh, is currently the best
team in the conference with a 7-2 record.
''Predictions
Pretty much useless,"
NDSU head coach Tom Billeter said. "A lot
of teams are having great years and that is
because everybody's programs has just
risen."

are

SCSU (l'\-5 overall, 5-4 NCC) is one of
the teams that find themselves in· one of the
most crucial weekends of conference play.
With only nine games left in the season,
this weekend will begin to reveal which

teams will compete for the top spots in the
NCC and which teams will compete to stay
out of the bottom. ,
Six of the 10 teams in the conference are
either §...4 or 4-5 in NCC play. Four of those
teams will be playing head-to-head this
weekend.
'The big key is to play well for all 18
games, but the team that comes out and plays
the best for most of them should be the team
to 1;,eat," University of South Dakota head
coach Dave Boots said. "Right now, you can't
single out one team, because the thing is still
wide open and no one is in the driver's seat."
There have been many happenings, some
expected, some surprising, through the first
halfofthe season.
One team going according to prediction is
the South Daketa State University Jackrabbits
(6-3 NCC). SDSU is last season's defending
NCC champ and this year was picked to
finish second.
The Jacks find themselves all alone in
second place at the midway point. ·
By far the biggest surprise has been the
Mankato State University Mavericks. After
· losing' last season's NCC player of the year

Pat Coleman, along With two-time all-NCC
center Kory Kettner, the Mavericks find
themselves on top of the NCC standings.
"(MSU(are playing very consistent ball
this Season/ SCSU head coach Butch
Raymond said. 'They lost some great players
off last year's team, but this year they have
more balance on the floor and .they are
winning a lot of close games."
The lx>ttom two teams in the conference
are the University of North Dakota (3-6
NCC) and the University of Northern
Colorado (1-8 NCC).
The Fighting SiouX and the Bears cannot
be taken for gi:,mted, as lx>th teams have lost
games they could have won.
~
''This season the NCC is so
unpredictable," North Dakota head coach
Rich Glas said. "If one team is playing good
ball, you better be playing good ball
othe(Wise you will find yourself struggling
fcfr wins."
Many teams · have impact players, like
~DSU's senior guard Jason Sempsrott
leading the NCC in SCOring (24.56 ppg) and
UND's Travis Tuttle (19.33 ppg). But having
a standout player doesn't mean success, as

evidenced by UND's 3-6 NCC record.
Explosive offensive teams, like the
University of Northern Colorado which has
five players in double-figures in scoring,
don't guarantee success either, as the Bears
find themselves in the basement of the NCC
at 1-8.
.
"I think the team that plays the best
defensively is going to sneak through at the
end," Boots said.
If defense is going to be the key, then the
Huskies' chances remain solid. They recently
overtook NDSU as the number one defensive
team in the NCC allowing a league best76.78
ppg.
'The strongest part of our game is our
. defense," Raymond said. "It's something we
need to maintain if we want to compete for
the top spot, but the nice thing about being the
number one defensive team is that it shows
you have a ·group of guys that are working
hard."
The Huskies will return for an important
homestand against the University of
Nebraska-Omaha Friday and the University
of Northern Colorado Saturday. Both games
tip off at 8 p.m. in Halenbeck Hall.
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Women's hockey looks for recognition
by David Johnson
and John Spence
SCSU women now can achieve
"goals" on ice as well as in the
classroom.
Women's ice hockey is in full
swing at SCSU, ·with three club
teams taking the rink.
"At this year's MainStreet, we
had 95 women sign up with interest

in women's hockey," said Becki
Rowan, president of the SCSU
women's hockey club and senior.
Forty women now compete with
other women's hockey teams for
the club throughout Minnesota on
A, B, and C teams.
Despite having three teams and

free admission to games, the SCSU
club is unknown to most students,

Rowan said.
'Theie isn't a lot of support for
women's hockey right now,"
Rowan said. "No one seems to
know we even exist."
SCSU Recreational Athletic
Director Ron Seibring said it will
talce time before women's hockey
catches on.
'"The sport needs to evolve in
order to gain fan support," Seibring
said. "Much in the same way
women's basketball has evolved to
gain a fan base."
Because of difficulty in getting
ice time at the National Hockey
Center, the club's home games are
often played late at night.
Many of the women's club's
games are played immediately
following the men's team's
contests.

Despite being little known, the SCSU women's hockey club has 40 members making up three
teams. Top, left ta right: sophomore Sarah Rising, se.nior Heather Goehring; bottom, left to right:
senior Kristine Schultz, sophomore Cecily Jaque, sophomore Dacia Lyons.
High school girls teams are
popping up around the state,
providing the starting ground for
many of SCSU's players.
There is a wide variety of
players on the SCSU club.
"I have two mothers on my team
alone," said coach John Kosiba.

"Many of the women seem too
small for hockey but it doesn't seem
to scare them."
Women's hockey is open to all
female sutdents at SCSU.1nere is a
one-time fee of $125 for dues. With
the fee players receive jerseys and
use of pads for the season. Players

If we offered to tell you how to relieve pain,

would you want to listen?
We thought so. That's why we figured you would be interested
to know that we will be on campus ~o give spinal exams.
This is your chance to get a FREE SPINAL SCREENING
from experienced chiropractors.
What:

Free spinal exams!

When: From 9 am to 4 pm, Feb~uary 10-13.
Where: The Student Union area in

the Atwood Memorial Center.

Come to Atwood February 10-13 ......
...... and learn. how to relieve those nagging pains.

It's free. It's conv~nient. It's .a no-brainer.
SPINAL REHAB CLINICS
ZZ5 N. Benton Drive Suite 105

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH
CENTER, LTD.

gl~:d

Sauk Rapids

3405 3 ~~
5

252-BACK

253-0567

must provide their own skates.
"Many players dropped the
program because of the fee,"
Rowan said. "Others quit when
lhey learned they would not be on
the 'A' team."
The rules of women's hockey
are virtually the same as men's

hockey, with a few notable
differences.
Women's hockey does not allow
booy checking. The first and second
periods consist of 15 minutes of
running time and the third period is
15 minutes with the clock stopping
for stoppages in play.
Women's ice hockey has been at
SCSU for quite some time. In Dec.
1926, SCSU built a skating rink
which sparked an organized
women's team. In 1929, four teams
of 11 Players each were organized.
Modem women's hockey
started in 1989, organized by Lynn
Ewoldt.
There is hope that the women's
team will gain NCAA recognition.
"It's not unusual for a varsity
program to start as a club sport,"
said Seibring. "Even men's varsity
footbaJI at SCSU started as a club."
Because of gender equity
·standards set by Title IX, state
universities are required to provide
equal opportunity to both men's and
women's athletics.
This may not be feasible for the
scsU women's club to gain varsity
status.
The . University ·or Minnesota
women's hockey team, which
recently because recognized as a
varsity sport, has allocated $60,000
for its head coach.
For absolute equity• to be
established at SCSU, the athletic
department would have to give the
women's team 18 scholarships to
match the number given by the
men's team.
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SCSU hopes to erase impressive streak
For 52 straight series, CC has not fallen victim to a sweep by a WCHA opponent
by Kerry Collins

"They are a very skilled team
offensively," Goulet said. "They have quite a
bit of scoring punch up front and we've got to
Fifty-two straight Western Collegiate slow them done if we want to get two wins."
The Huskies are led on offense by junior
Hockey Association series without being
Sacha Molin. The Stockholm, Sweden native
swept.
It
has
tallied 12 goals and 15 assists for 27
Colorado College has posted that
impressive streak, and the Husky hockey points in league play.
The Tigers have a young defense, ~ut are
squad hopes to bring it to an end when the
Ibis
Tigers come to the National Hockey Center solid in the net with returning goaltender
Judd Lambert.
Saturday and Sunday.
The league's top netminder last year,
Jason Goulet
"It will be tough, but we almost have to
sweep this weekend," said sophomore Jason Lambert has a 3.33 goals-against average and
SOPHOMORE FORWARD
Goulet. "A split does us no good as far as a .876 save ·percentage.
'Their defenders are young but very
going for the league title. This is a big deal''.
D Colorado College split last weekend
SCSU (15-8-3 overall, 12-7-3 WCHA) good," Cullen said. 'They have alwayS been SCSU finished eighth in the conference
stands one point behind the Tigers (l~-9-2 a great defensive! team and they are cil.pped standings, they scored an upset and earned a against the · University of North Dakota
trip to the Final Five.
· Fighting Sioux. The Tigers lost 3-'0 Saturday
overall, 13-7-2 WCHA) in the conference off With a good goaJie."
The league's race this year iS.tighter than
Goulet said the Huskies will be able to use and rebounded to win 8-3 Sunday behind six
standings entering this weekend's series. The
. that experience again this year.
second pericxl goals.
Huskies and CC split earlier this season in it has been in recent seasons.
Five teams are within three points of the
"A lot of our players know what it takes to
O The Huskies are 14-2-1 when scoring
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Colorado College is the three-time top spot in the league and seven teams are getthere,"Gouletsaid "Wehadaprettygood firstthisscasonandare 13-0-0whentakinga
run at the end of last year, so I don't think lead into the third pericxl.
defending WCHA champion, and SCSU within seven points of first place.
With only IO games remaining on the many teams will edge us on late-season
O SCSU sophomore goaltender Tim
sophomore Matt Cullen said a sweep would
conference schedule, this weekend's tilt is experience."
Lideen is tops in the WCHA with a .905 save
be huge for the Huskies.
· The games are slated to begin at 2:05 p.in. percentage. The. Champlin Park, Minn.,
"If we can win this year's series with them crucial, Cullen said.
"We Obvious!)' have to win the majority of Saturday and Sunday at the National Hockey native is also third in the league with a 3.07
it will be rea1ly big," Cullen said. "We're a
goals-against average.
good team and a contender. We need to get the games because the race is so close this Center.
year," Cullen said. ''You've got to win the
O The 42 shots by the Huskies Friday
two wins this weekend."
games
in
the
stretch
to
win
the
title
and
that's
Husky
Notes
against
Notre Dame was a season hlgh.
Offensively, CC has the WCHA's leading
□ In six games against the Tigers, Cullen
O Senior forward Dave Paradise is tied for
scorer in Brian Swanson. A sophomore, right now."
Last season, the Huskies put together a has tallied five assists while Goulet has seventh in WCHA scoring with 25 points (12
Swanson has tallied 11 goals and 20 assists .
surge at the end of the season. Although scored four goals.
goals, 13 assists) in 22 games.
for 31 points in 22 games.
SPORTS EDITOR

will bf! tough, but we almost have to sweep this
weekend. A split does us no good as far as going
for the league title. ,
is a big deal

scsu

Pair of tall orders .ewCourseSpringQuarter.
.
fi u, ky •
American Studies IO I, Sec. 4
in store or 11us
women s hoopsters .
Dr.JillZalmiser

Wednesday, 5 p.m. - 6:40 p.m. Stewart Hall 307

by Heather Proskey
1be SCSU women's basketball

team has not had an easy going this
season, but with an impressive win
against Marikato State University
Saturday, the team is on the road to
success.
The Huskies (7-ll overall, 2-7
North Central Confererice) took to
tearing apart MSU Saturday night
landing a 73-49 victory, with
sophomore guard Katie Shea
scoring a team high 29 points.
Shea is averaging 18 points per
game, leading the team. The injured
Teri Watkins, who will be out the
remainder of the season with a tom
anterior cruciate ligament, is second
with ll.7ppg.
After three weeks of playing on
the road, the Huskies are back at
home this weekend, playing the
University of Nebraska - Omaha
Friday and the University of
Northern Colorado Saturday. The
team has gone 0-4 in the conference
at home and are looking for that
first win.
"It feels good to be back at
home," Shea said. "We haven't won
a game at home yet and we want to
win. Crowd support will be there at
home. It also will be nice not to
have to prepare yourself to be on
the road."
During the last home stand, the
Huskies almost beat number one
ranked NDSU. The final score was
82-75.
"It will be impossible to win the
conf~rence this year," Ulferts said.

"We just hope to win at home, play
well at home and get the crowd
involved."
UNO is ranked fifth in the NCC
(12-5 overall, 5-4 North Central
Conference) and UNC is ranked
fourth (6-3 overall, 14-4 North
Central Conference). The last time
the Huskies played UNC, on Jan.
3rd, they lost 83-40.
. In order for the Huskies to have
any success, they must shut down
UNO senior forward Amy Breen,
who lit up for 22 points at the last
meeting Jan. 4.
Breen is averaging 15.7 ppg and
5.6 rebounds per game.
"(Breen) will be difficult to stop
this weekend," head coach Lori
Ulferts said. "As of now, we are not
sure who we are going to post up
against Breen."
The Huskies have won theidast
two .games by defense. Last
. weekend the Husky defense held
the Mavericks to 23 percent•
shooting from the field.
The defense has shut down key
players on other teams lately,
Ulfertssaid.
The SCSU women's basketball
team is learning ·more with each
game they play. The roster is filled
with freshmen and sophomores
making the key plays and scoring
points nightly.
The Huskies will host the
University of Nebraska - Omaha
Friday night and the University of
Northern Colorado Saturday at 6
p.m. in Halenbeck Hall.

·

SCS~ University Program Board ~
Performing Arts Committee and
The Chamber Music Society of St. Cloud ~
Present:
• .,....,.,.._.,,..
ehani6e,, /ltu.sic Societ'f 06 l!,i11col11 ee11te'l
'l)a11id Shi6'li11, Aztistic 'l)['lectM

;pe'l.6mmi11,; wo'lks 06 /1toz11'l.t, Villt-/!,o6os, S..:.J..m111111n, ,tnd the Wml.d
~•u,111ie11 06

11

ttew w011k 61( /1tittttesottt composez Stephe11 ?:,,tulus

8 p.m. Thu, Feb. 6 Kimberly Ritsche Auditorium.
Free with SCSU ID.
$6 Non-SCSU students/ senior citizens/ children, $10 General Public.
Tickets available in Atwood Center 118 or at the door. '
For more information call UPB Office Atwood 118, (320)255-2205.
This concert is made (X)Ssible in part by a grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board
through an appropriation by the Minnesota Legislature, and in part by a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts. This event is also paid for in part by SCSU student
activity fee dollars. Concert S(X)nsor: First Bank
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
North Dakota.
St. Cloud State

12-7-3

r7 !6-6-2
'l7 14-7-3

=

Minnesota-Duluth.

IHH

23

Brian teiiza (SCSU) ......327 .891 9-3--0

WCHAHOCKEY=

~&
!3-6-J

ih'mill

Man Cullen (SCSU)

8

Steve DeBus (UM)...

3.02

Tim Lldttn (SCSU)

~~1

Br.inti'licklin (UMO) ... 3.3() .89511-10--1
2f JY,i-4
Stephen W.1gner(DU) ..3.31 .887 12--6-4
12 7-13-2 · J'.l<ld !.ambt,rt (CC)
_3.33 .876 to-6-1

Northern Michigan. . 5-16-1
Michigan Tech.
. 2-15-3

11 9-17-2
5-17-3

Tol,y Kval=g (UND).

fThmurk 26 mnu>t>
~.

Nonhem Michigan at Denver

. . ............ g

Sacha Molin

a

... 14

Minnt,S01a-Dulu1h at Michiga;l Tech

4

15

7
9
8

11
11
10

7 9
3 8
3 8

~

Colorado Coll,;,g,;, at St . Ckxid Stak

4

WCHA 'it4tldical Leaders
W,mugk n games)

.....•..•........ g
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20 31
15 29

3
5

....... gaa

Goalies--....

sv.

NCC B A s ~

11 25
25

25
24
24
23
23
22
22
22
22
22
21

15-3
14-4

13-4
12-5

9-9
7-11

u eemc:t

SI. Cloud State at Nebr,JSka-Omaha

WLT

..... 3.04 - .899 11-3-0
. .....3.19 .894 4-S-3 ·

BrianLeM.a....

JS--0

16-2

4-14

frl49r Tan-

16 26
17 26
16 25

14
15
18
8

= """"
5-13

Tun Lid...en....

JO
13

\fomntt Ilflndines
North DakO!a State ...... 9-0
North Dakcta ...
. 7-2
Auguscana .... ........ 6-.3
SouthDakctaSl:me . ..... 6-3
Northern Colorado ......6-3 ,
Nehr;iska-Ornaha..
..5--4
Morningside
. .. 3--6
St. Cloud State..
. 2-7

'

..... 0

Gel).oPatruh...

8

15 Tl
13 1.7

13
14
11
1~
12
17

Friday Ian. 24 Be wlls
!11.mkato State 73, SI:. Cloud State 67
Morningside87, Augustana85
South DakOla 6o, South Dakorn State 52
Nebraska-Omaha 85, North Dakcta 79 ct
North Dakota Sl:ate 80, Northern
' c.olo,ado 76

15 16

Ala.~ka-Anchorage at W~,;consin
Northern Michigan at Denver
Minnesota at North Dakota
Minnesota-Duluth at Michii;;an Tech

BrianSw.imon(CC)...
..II
David Hoogsteen (UND) • . .14
SachaMolin(SCSU).
12
Mike Crowley (UM)
4
Jason Dlake (UND)...
.. 10
Ken Dzik6wski (UMD) ............. 9
Kevin Hoogstecn (UND) ..........9
BradEngkhart(UW) .... ........... 14
D·.ive Paradise (SCSU) ... ..... ...... 12
lanKallay(UND) ....................... 11
Mike Peluso (UMD) ..... .......... 13
Cunis Murphy (UNO) ...... .... 9
Dam:nClark(CC) ................ 11
David ½llieres (UM) .......... 6 Jason Gudmundson (CC)
..... 12
Jay Panzt:r (UND) ..................... 9
Rick Mr02ik (UMD) ...................8
Slewart Bodtker(CC) .............7
Eric Rud (CC) .............. 4
Mark Parrish (SCSU)... • ...•. 13

P

16 30
14 27

94. Nonh Dakco. State

Augustana 98. South Dakcta 86
Northern Colorado 74, North DakO!a 63

17 26
10 24

~

c.olor.1.do College at SL Cloud Stat,;,

Advisers will be available in
BB 123, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Starting Jan. 27 for Spring
Quarter 1997

Nebraska-Omaha
80

343 .865 11 -5-1

fCSU5ia1($ticali&e4ett

Minn=a at Nonh Dakcxa

~

Satunter Feb 1 rows
SI. C!oud Stale at Northern Colorado
fridqy fan. 24 Bernlts
South Dakcta Sute 98. Morningside 84

23 JJ.1 2-l

WL,;consin. ..
· .ll-8-1
Den"1.'r
... 9-7-4
Alaska-Anchorage . . . 5-13-2

~
Alaska-AnchorageatWISCOllSin

You are required to cotne to the
Student Servii es Office to obtain
your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.

SI. Cloud Slate at Nebras~

8<}() 12-0--0
9)5 3--4-3

. 3.07

~::College... :~t~ : :~ ~)~::!::~:~,y-u\v)·_: _;:~ :
14-9-1

Frldgy fan. if

13 21

:;i 4:T

(Di))"""" ···········iw;;

5qtu,:day Feb 1 games
SI:. Cloud State at Northern Colorado

frlday Tan.

~

CW!l.

<>=all

Mankato Stale .............. 7-2
South Dakota State ........ 6-3
Morning.side • ...............5-4
North Dakota State ......... 5-4
s1. aou<l State.....• ..... 5-4
South Dakooi ..............5-4
Nebr.tska-Ornaha ......... 4-5
Augustana .... ..... ....... ..4-5
North Dakcta .................. 3-6
Northern Color.I.do ...... 1--8

14-4

lS-3
14-4
14-4
13-5
11-9
10-8

9-9
4-12

n

24 Results

South 0-.ikcta State 101, Morningside 89
Aug\15Una 76, South l>.ikota 57
North 0-.ikora State 89, Nebraska-Omaha

Northern Color.J.00 68, North Dakorn (,(j

59tumeY Ian- 25 Btwlts
SI. Cloud State 73, Mankato State 49
Augustana 91, Morningside 80
South Dakcta State 70, South Dakooi 65
North Dakota 73, ~braska-Omaha 57
North Dakota State 85, Northern
Colorado62 •

1/2 Price Taps s. Apps
SINCE
1987 -

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

16 • 21st Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

For Appointmanr or Consultation
Ca/1320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654

SPBIBIIIIIIJ
CANl;UN OR MAZATLAN

16 oz. of our own

Microbrewed Beer only $1.25
gundagi B p.rn.-12 a.tn. & Mon-Thur. 10 p.rn.-la.tn.

All Appetizer~ V2 .off
gundayc; B-10 p.tn. & Mon. - Thur. 10 p.r;i.-1 a.tn.
~

Experience The Bee;~ Pool tables and
Dart Board::; in gt. Cloud.

Ever feel like
you' re on the
end of the
information
chain? i. bott om
fee der on ap the
news that I s
important - the
week before?
flounder no more.

MEXI
FROM: S409
IMPERIAL LAS PERI-AS '
DAYS INN· DON PEI-AYO

+ US & Mexico

Depar1u re Tom

TRANS GLOBAL VACATIONS
TOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• R/T Air Departures From Minneapolis 2/28 &3/1
• Airport / Hotel Transfers
.
• 7 Nights Of Luxury Hotel Accommodations .
• Porties, Activilies, &Optionol Excursions
•Alt Ho!elTaxes &Gratuities
•On-LocotionTronsG!obol Vocations Tour Staff

l!!U-Gilil

CAU

~ 1-800-828-7015

•••••••• ?u,,t"""""'e..uer?rawJ

is here to
save the day
with campus
news, sports
and Divers ions.
Be a top
feede r .

Take a
Chronicle off
the stack .
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• Clinical and research tracks available

• One-year intensive program

• Extensive, well equipped labs

Prof. Tommy Boone

(800)447-5444 ·
e-mail: tboone2@facl.css.edu

WEll, IGOT THIS

HERE PEG."-"~

SORRY, WE DO NOT ACCEPT PIGS AS A MON ITARY
UNIT AT TOOTSIES. IN ORDER TO PURCHASE COOL
STUFF BRING A MONKEY. WEVE BEEN HAVING FUN
THISLONGWE~ITHINGRIGHT.

·1.~ ~
ST. CLOUD'S EMPORIUM OF COOl STUFF

CJePenny Styling and/t1ail Salon
Crossroads Shopping Center

your "On eampus" Office

r.A11-aa1rcolor-2oo/ii-0FF7
•* Must present this coupon and

I
I·

-~

---W
~

--Q--Q--Q-

Bi~ding
--Q- Resumes
Copies
--Q- Scanning
Class Notes
--Q- Typing
... - , I
Fax Service I ,
Laminating
Now
Posters

featuring

COLOR
·coPIES!

I
I

I

:

eopies Plus offers:

·

student I.D. at time of service :
Not valid with any other discounts:

:*
:* Expires 2/28/97~

I

IAveda

Matrix

Paul Mitchell

Hours: Monday-Thursday............. :-7:30 A.M.-6 P.M.
Friday.................................... .7:30 A.M.-5 P.M
Phone 255-3759 Fax 255-4796

Nexxusl

L----------------------J
Call 25.3-8187 for an appointment
SUMMER-FALL RENTALS

4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Quiet, convenient locations
CLASSIC 500 & RIVER RIDGE APfS.

D
D
DTuck-under Parking
D
□ Mini
D
Off.street Parking
Dishwasher

Laundry

Blinds

Located in Atwood Memorial Center

:

I

Free Basic Cable

D
D

Controlled Access
Microwave

D
D
D
D On-site Caretaker

Ind. Locked Bdrms

Air Conditioning

Heat/ Water Paid

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259
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Photo story
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Far
right,
Roy
Peterson finishes his
day with style and
flare. Bottom right,
Greg Becker holds his
own. Below, Aaron
Brown takes a break. ·
Even the best need to
rest. -The Freeriders
snowboarding c/u_b
tries to meet every

Tuesday at 7:00 In the
St. Croix room of
Atwood.
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Metro Bus providing transport to area
··

Possible bus fare
increase to $.50
will be discussed
Feb. 4 in open
forum at public
library

There are 26 Metro Buses, aJong
with 12 special buses. Keown said
that the. maintenance costs for all
the buses probably also add§ to the
reasons for a raise in price.
One passenger shrugged at the
news, and said that a fare increase
was probably inevitable.
"I know in Minne!ij)Olis it costs

a lot more to ride," the woman

by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Hap Glover's name may not

sound familiar, but his face is
recognized by many. Glover is a
driver for SL Cloud's Metro Bus

System.
It would be hard to imagine St,
Cloud without the buses. For many,
it is the only form of transportation.
Thanks to Glover and countless
others, those withoutcars,can get to
work, the grocery store, the hospital
and almost any other place in St
Cloud.
"I've been driving for Metro Bus
for 23 years," Glover said. "Before
that I drove a school bus for 20
years."
Glover said he loves his job.
"I love the people,'' Glover said.
''When they say thanks it kind of
makes-your day."
Mark Denne, a Metro Bus driver
of 16 years added another reason
why he goes to work each day.
- •~ benefits keep me coming
back," he said. 'They're pretty
good."
To another driver, known as "Joe
Bob," the benefits helped, but, like

Kristine White/STAFF PHaroGRAPHER

Metro Bus driver Mark Patrick has been driving St. Cloud people around town for 15 years.
Glover, the people he meets each
day keep him coming back. It was
they who helped him make the
transition from being a professional
musician to driving buses.
According to dispatcher Kelly
Keown, there are plenty of
interesting people who ride the
buses each day.
"So many people come through
here every day,'' Keown said. -"You
get to meet a· lot of very interesting

ones."
Some of those people seem to be
a little less happy recently.
That is due to a posting at the
station and on the l.x.tses stating bus
fare may possibly be raised from
the current $.35 to $.50 in March.
·~re haven't been too many
upset people,'1 Keown said."MainJy
they've been wondering why it may
happen."
Although no one knew exactly

why the price may increase, there
was some speculation from Metro
Bus workers and passengers.
Keown said she believes people
have a hard time trying to pay the
current fare, especially if riders
transfer buses often. However,
Keown thinks that the increase ~II
be a good thing in the long nin.
"It costs a lot to run the buses,
especially with the cost of gas
going up," Keown said.

commented. "EVCrything's going
up so I supIXJse it was just a matter
of time before this does too."
·Some riders also voiced their
opinion that with the increase,
Metro Bus should add a Sunday
busseivice.
The price increase issue, which
aJso affects the price •of monthly
and quarterly passes, will be
decided in February. A public
hearing will be held on Feb. 4 at the
SL Cloud Public Library.
Whether a fare increase will
impede business is unknown.
According . to passengers, it will
probably not prove a threat.
The bus is the onJy fonn of
transportation for a number of
people in the city, especially college
students and the elderly.
So it is unlikely the hectic pace
at the station will slow down. Each
hour the buses converge upon the
station several times, dropping off
passengers and picking up new
ones, headed in all different
directions. It is a never-ending cycle
that keeps the drivers and
dispatchers on their feet. ready for
anything.
"We do our best," Glover said
'That's all we can do."
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Parisian break fulfills expectations
Time spent talking with locals and roaming the streets, while taking in Paris sights shapes break
by Nicole Wimberger
OVERSEAS COLUMNIST

The 56 students studying in AlnWick,
England, for Fall and Winter 9uarters had
our first break after only three
weeks of class.
We had two weeks to
do whatever we wanted. Most
of us travelled. I decided to go
to France.
I took the Eurostar
(Chunnel) from London to

Paris with a few other
students. We arrived in Paris at night with

our backpacks, a bad map and no
reservations. Ordinarily this wouldn't have
been a problem, but it was not an ordinary
Saturday, I hope. Paris was hosting severaJ
conferences and art shows. All hotels and
youth hostels were booked.
Of our small group, aJI but one other
person and myself left on the first train out
of Paris. I was not ready to give up on Paris.
I had waited too long to see it. We, the last
two brave souls, walked around Paris all

night. Several locals asked us i,f we needed
. Although otfier people from SCSU met with
help. In my extremely broken French, I got
me for a day, I remained alone most of the
directions though to where I really don't
time.
know.
·
My French was by no means gocxl.
We definitely saw a lot more of Paris
However, I could soon order meals and
than I had expected. We
quickly learned the money system (it's not
ended up wandering near
that hard,jt's based on 100, like every other
the Louvre, in the red light
system I've encountered).
/
district,
I spent a lot of time "seeing the sights,"
One discontented
so to say. I was definitely the tourist Parisian took us to a 24camera, backpack, hiking boots, jeans and
hour cafe and lectured us
sweatshirt... the works. I saw the Eiffel
about the corruption and
Tower, Arc De Triumph, Notre Dame, and
immorality in the world the Louvre (this time in daylight), among
noticeably attacking the United States' film
other things. It all seemed so unreal. I was in
industry. ,
Paris. Me, in Paris.
He was interesting, you could say, but
And it was beautiful, definitely beautiful.
some of what he said was outrageous. I
But it was also a big city with big city
couldn't help questioning the credibility of
homelessness and filth.
everything he said.
Oveiwhelmed by the realities of the city
We left the cafe soon after the Parisian
I'd dreamt about for so long, I decided to
did and wandered the streets of Paris until
take a trip to a smaller town, Orleans. I left,.
we could get a hotel room :-at II am, 14
just like that ( that was an accomplishment,
hours after we had arrived. Finally, we slept. I'm not very spontaneous.). It .was great to
I decided to stay alone in Paris and the . travel alone.
surrounding areas for the rest of my break.
I anived in Orleans and found the youth

hostel. Unfortunately, no one, I m~ no
one, spoke English. By this time, I had
realized I was really, really bad at speaking
French. Somehow, I managed to get a
room and spent the afternoon walking
around town. Alone had become
lonely.

reU:~:r~

1
tari~ =1~,g~~=~as an
abundance of English-speaking people in
Paris.
·
I sperit my last few days of break in
Paris, exploring back streets and the nontourist areas. I found some wonderful
architecture, parks and people.
Although there were people who were
rude, there were seveqtl who' were friendly
and helpful.
The day of my return trip to England
finally arrived. When I reached the London
train station, I was bombarded with
English. I could catch pieces of
conversations. Menus and train schedules
were in English.
A wave of relief hit me. I was no longer
in the dark. ·

U,ifortunately, no one, I mean no one, sp6ke English. By this time, I had realized I was really, really
bad at speaking French. Somehow, though, I managed to get a room and spent the afternoon walking
around the town Alone had become lonely.
SEX ONT.HE
BE.A.CH
FAMOUS FAT ~ A Y OAJQUIRY
Complete Packages
From $399
Free Covers, Free Day Parties,
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CANCUN OR MAZATLAN
Book by Jan 15 Sunbreaks will
throw in 5 breakfasts, 5 lunches
& 5 dinners for free which is a

$50 Value.

3 Departure days to choose from: Friday, Saturdays or Mondays
Sunbreak Student Tours
for info call 1-800-446-8355
Http://www.uresource.com/sunbreak
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We Buy and Sell Used CD's
• We pay more cash than 'anyone!!

2Cok!Spring,

1

There.

Do you have an
irreverent 6-pack
list? Send it to the
Chronicle today,
or tomorrow_
Whatever.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen before you buy.
Large selection of imports
Posters & T-shirts
Try our used CD reservation system
Computerized inventory
We accept Checks, Visa, Mastercard &

203-9509
2958 Division St.

OPEN
M-F 10-9
Sat. 10-7
Sllll.12-6
Discover
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For Career Information
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612-654-5089
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The nine best movies you've never heard of
The following is a look at great owes it to themselves to check this
films that aren't widely
one out.
acknowledged. If any readers have
''In Cold Blood" It could be
'The recent success of ''Fargo,"
their own favorite obscure film,
the title of this year's winter
written and directed by my
write to University Chronicle and
season, but some wiJ1 recognize
hometown heroes Joel and Ethan
let me know.
the name from tlie recent television
Coen, might make you curious as
'"Ibe Magnificent
iemake. Don't settle for the
to what other hidden gems they'v.e
Ambcrsoos" You don't hear
imitation.
directed.
people mention this title
Truman Capote wrote the
.
The brothers Coen
when discussing Orson
source novel based on a true story
are somewhat known
Welles, but that's what
of senseless murder. 1be black and
here, but they are
happens whe~ the film is
white photography gives an overall
relatively unknown or
a follow up to Citizen
icy tone suggesting the characters
unrecognizable to
Kane. This brilliant work
detachment from reality. The sharp
most movie.goers. It
chronicles the downfall of contrasts of light and dark give a
just goes to show that
a prominent, wealthy
disjointed, uneasy feel. Movies like
some of the best
family. Only Welles could this are wpy they call it "glorious
movies come in
make you despise
· black and white."
obscure packages.
someone so much only to
"The· Conver'Sation" Director
For several years I
pity them ultimately.
Fi:ancis Ford Coppola is neither
thought.the Coens's first movie,
''Network" Another
underrated nor obscure. That
"Blood Simple," was a cheap
deceptiVely simple title for this
being said, it's "'{Orth noting
slasher flick. It took a
classic satirical comedy. Faye
that a couple of his films are
recommendation from my film
Dunaway stars as a television news frequently overlooked relative
teacher (thank you, Professor
,,, producer who will do just about
to his more well-known
Chisholm) to get me to finally
anything for ratings (she reminds
masterpieces.
check it out, despite the fact that I
me of a few people I've worked
In this film, Gene Hackman
loved "Raising Arizona." After I
with at UIVS). Through a fluke of stars as a survcillruice expert
watched "BIOQd Simple," I learned
circumstance, an aging news
consumed with the paranoia that
two things about the Cocos: Their
anchor in the midst of a nervous
someone is watching him.
movie titles don't tell you anything breakdown is thrust into the
When he records a conversation
about the film until after you watch spotlight and becomes a kind of
that may or may not relate to a
it, and, if the Coens made it, just
prophet for the people. Anyone
murder, he's drawn into a web of
go see it.
who complains about the media
intrigue. As his guilty conscience

by Jason Lethert
FILM, CRITIC

gna'Ys at hirh; dark forces
encroach on his private little life.
''Repulsion" Catherine
Denueve stars in thiS edgy thriller.
Roman Polanski directed this
dark character study of a woman
who, over a couple of days. slowly
goes insane. She ls left alone by
her sister and isolation slowly
causes hallucinations and worse. A
story of alienation, Polanski is at
home making viewers squinn.
You'll have an unsettling
feeling long after the credits
roll.
''Heavenly Creatures" I've
mentioned this one in my column
before, but so few people have
seen it, it's perfect for this list.
Oscar nominee Kate WinSlet stars
in this stylish story of two girls
who's friendship is frowned upon .
by their parents.
The duo are misfits in school,
and get caught up in a surreal
fantasy world of their own
imaginations. Their parents
freak out and orie family decides
to move away to separate the
girls.
Face<! with that consequence,
the girls are pushed beyond the
brink of sanity, vowing to do
anything to stop it.

The result is tragic and
shocking, but the story is true.
"Delicatessen" This little film
is just plain fun.
A man moves into an apartment
above a deli in post~war France.
Little does he know it, but the
previous tenants disappeared
when, coincidentally, the butcher
downstairs got an abuhdant
delivery of fresh meat.
Hey, during a depression, you
take meat wherever you can get it!
."Bottle Rocket'' Life in the '
suburbs can be boring. Why not
live the life of a highly paid
criminal, just like in the movies?
All you have to do is conduct a
couple of heists, ingratiate yourself
with an established crime figure,
and you're in.
That's the reasoning of the two
guys in this movie, despite the
fact that their only experience
is robbing their own homes.
''Fresh" This film gets lumped
in the urban drama group, but
don't stereotype it Powerfully
written, directed and acted, this
film puts a new spin to the plight
of the urban youngster.
Fresh is a young boy who runs
drugs for dealers. Wait till they see
what he has in store for tljem.
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"Suddenly
there is a point
where religion becomes
laughable,
then you decide that
you are--nevertheless
3
--religious"

Valleyfair Family Amusement Park is looking for 64
singer I dancers, instrumentalists, body characters
and sound/light technicians for its 1997 season.
Audition at any of the following 5ite5:
Fel:,, 7:
University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire, WI
Fel:,. 8:
University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point, WI
Fel:,. 9:
Luther College ~ Decorah, IA
FeP.11:
Augustar,a College - Sioux Falls, SD
. Fel:,. 12: Gustavus Adolphus College-St Peter, MN
Fel:,. 13: University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, MN
Fel:,. 15: Ham!ine University - St. Paul, MN
Calll:,acks for 5inger/Dancer5:
Fel:,. 16: Ham!ine Univ. - St. Paul, MN
Call Live 5how5 at (612) 496-5341 or 1-800•FUN-RIDE
for audition requirements and times.
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EDITORIAL _

Klinefelter's death
a reminder there
are still good cops
Lightban; flickered distinct reds apd blues Tuesday night.
There was no traffic stop, no high•speed chase. Rather, it was
a memorial marking the anniversary of a fallen officer, Brian
Klinefelter, who was killed in the line of duty last January.
When it comes to the topic of fallen police officers, most
people hang their head or at least feel a bit of remorse. Others
might be joyful at the idea of one less "pig" to worry about.
The truth is, the community lost a protector.
Law enforcement must be one of the loneliest professions in
existence. The police are few people's friends. We all know it
takes "one bad apple to spoil the basket." In law enforcement
there have been plenty of bad apples. The police o(!icers who
beat Rodney King, state troopers charged with rape, and corrupt
spending behaviors by county sheriffs are just a few examples.
There are those who were once responsible for enforcing the
law who are now peering out through the other side of the bars.
That means the police are no one's friend, right?
At least until a police officer rushes to the scene of a car
accident while you lie bloodied, barely breathing, and praying ·
- for someone to help. And let us not forget the jnnocent child,
scooped from flames by a deputy, who lived to respect police
officers and the job they do evervrfav. Suddenly the police aren't
all that bad.
Police officers deserve respect. Respect for ~e fact that these
men and women put their lives pn the line to serve and protect
you and your community.
Slain officer Klinefelter is now a memory to his wife and
daughter because he put on his badge and went to work to
protect a Community. Chances are, if we respect police officers
and the job they do, they're going to respect us.

EDITORIAL

Administration isn't
good at everything
Any student can complain, and most do. There is nothing
wrong with this at all. Complaining is a good way to relieve
stress and vent frustration in a non•harmful manner.
And there are plenty of things to complain about at SCSU.
Lack of parking space, boring professors, slippery sidewalks,
expensive tuition, cold focx:l - the list goes on and on.
For the majority of students, one common thread ties thei_r
complaints together. The student who. wails about not being able
to register because of an overdQe book has a certain something
in common with the student who whines about the presence of.
cigarette butts on the steps of university buildings.
They both want the administration to do something about it.
On the surface, this might seem to be a logical desire. After
all, aren't the administrators the ones with the power? Aren't
they automatically responsible for fixing problems?
No. And it's a good thing, too.
The administration of any large organization is gocx:l at one
thing only: providing bureaucratic solutions to bureaucratic
problems. It is equipped to set broad policies, not to address •
specific needs. To do so, the university would need to have more
directors and assistant directors than students.
While student organizations may not be the most experienced
groups, they are definitely closest to the issues. The solution to
common complaints of studentsJies not with a slow•moving
administration, but with students themselves.

~'!:I
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HEDLUND, EDITOR IN CHIEF

As in life, there is both

good and bad in journalism

II

Unscrupulous vultures
swooping down on dazed
accident victims, trying to pry
into their miri.ds.

finished, I felt more angry and
disillusioned at tTly chosen
profession than I e\rer have.
The video showed

threatens to pull their ads from
the newspaper makes me
queasy. The thought of paying
thousands of dollan; just_to get
an IIlterview yields the same ,
Celebrities fallen
both tabloid and
reaction.
from graCe
.
mainstream
surrounded by
-_·
journalists crawling
I watched journalist after
swanns of flies,
_
over
the
story
like
it
journalist
scroll by on that
1
getting in their faces,
.:· ·
was the greatest
program, and almost every
one filled me with disgust.
fighting each other
, ·
story of the century.
for the best angle of
In fact, "greatest
They were unapologetic about
attack, looking for
story of the century" their "checkbook journalism"
weak spots.
is exactly how one of tactics and their
underhandedness. And
Fanciful as these
the jouinalists described the
through it all, they piously
descriptions are, they aren't
Jackson scandal.
insisted they always reported
too far off the mark in
I was well aware that some
the truth.
describing certain members of journalists will bribe their
Well,l'm
my chosen career.
·
sources with
going todo
I am entering what is
large amounts .
better than that.
possibly one of the most
of money
I couldn't
unpopular professions in the
before I
possibly live
world. I am going to be a
watched that
I am entering
with myself if I
journalist.
program. I also
was aware, at
what is possibly had to "sell
People loathe journalists,
least in an
out" to such
and there is justification for
one of the most supennarket
academic
their feelings. Look at the way sense, of how
tabloid
unpopular
they leaped upon Richard
unprincipled
Jewell the moment there was
professions in journalism.
journalists
- Some of
some que;tion about his
could be.
the world. I
those on the
· inyolvement in the Olympic
I consider
program said it
going to be a
bombing in Atlanta.
myself to be an
was impossible
I watched a recording of a
journalist.
ethical person.
to survive as a
PBS "Frontline" special about
While I may
journalist
the way the news media
without
not consider
reacted to the child
myself a raging idealist, the
adopting such despicable
molestation allegations against idea of compromising my
practices.
pop singer Michael Jackson
journalistic principJes by
Well, if I accomplish one
last week in one of my
changing some vital facts in a gocx:l thing in my career, it
classes. When I walked out of story because an advertiser
will
be to prove them wrong.
that class after the video was
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Nothing to cure
winter blahs but
patience, spring
I had the luxury pf escapism last year. No such luck in 1997.
1bere will be no running off to the mountains of Montana to scald in a
tub surrounded by mood candles. There "'.ill be no two-day, two-wiiy
clicking of the Amtrak rails to soothe my nerves.
·
I must get through it this year with nary a distraction, save for my
debilitated imagination.
The winter blahs have slruck hard and fast this
week, making me a miserable puddle of emotion.
Now&
This is serious stuff. It might be called Seasonal
THEN
Affective Disorder though I can never musler the
strength to get diagnosed. My fear of experts hits
fifth gear about now and the thought of being
psychologically probed only makes things worse.
My only girder to get through is a small light at
the end of the tunnel that beams "Been here, did
this. Get through it."
And I am, slowly.
Studies say that SAD results from the shorter
day-length in winter. Of course, it is more
common in these northern latiludes because the
winler day is so short. In Florida, less than 1
BY MIKE
percent of the population get SAD, while in
CREGER
Alaska as many as IO percent of people suffer.
I'm not sure how bad I ·have it Maybe I could
try ionizing light therapy treatment for awhile.
I did the right thing last year, though I didn't know it at the time. I
went to Montana, sure that I would never come back, after a job
interview. But as each mile passed and I got closer to the promised land, I
knew I was only refracting my blahs for a few days. I would be back and
I would regain my ground. For those few days I was able to float through
the netherworld and pretend everything was alright.
Faced with a decision I knew was nearly foregone, I called my mother
from my hotel room.
"Do what you think in your heart is right. You've always done that and
it's aJways been the right thing," Mom said.
Usually, I would have scorned Mom for pasting a cliche on me but I
didn't. She somehow struck a chord. I became shaky"and thankful that
across 1,000 miles I found a voice of reason above my pathetic mixed
emotions. I told her, despite my state of mind, that I loved her. It was
perhaps the most tenderly honest moment I have had with my mother.
Calmer, I called the possible future boss and told him I didn't need the
job. I slipped into the bathtub and lit the candles I had found at a
downtown gift shop. My mood didn't slip away with the wax, but the
intensity did.
It's tough sledding to the center of self when a]! thoughts are hovering
electrons of false light. I'd like to think of it as a healthy cycle of
cleansing but mostly consider it equal to a nagging cold.
My blahs were certainly ~ whole lot tougher in my first years away
from hol!le during my origin3.! college stint. I couldn't call Mom to
describe my malaise (I'm Independent Man, I'd tell myself). I had a hard
time getting through the emotion back then because I chose to rely on
only my meager self.
Life has a shoner sight before wisdom, enlightenment and time
lengthen it to a manageable scope. I now recognize the funkdom I feel
and can see it play out in others. Though unspoken, this shared feeling
helps me cope. The universality of it helps me answer honestly when
asked, "How's it goin'?"
Well, I'm don't feel like going to wrnk I don't feel like studying. I
don't even feel like watching the tube. I just find myself staring at walls
an muttering "oh boy" with heavy sighs.
A co-worker responded by asking hQw long we've had snow on the
ground: "Since July or something, isn't it?" "I feel lousy too," another
retorts.
I find comfort in chit-ch11t with my friends, usually over the phone
these days. Long silences fill the line and stark inanities are passed along.
"Yep, see ya ... Oh, I don't know. Whatever ... Yeah, take care." The
dulling numbness after such a conversation finds my hands in my hair,
pulling my faciaJ skin taut and then bellowing out in laughter - the best
medicine, says Reader's Di~est.
·
So I find myself pulling through, waiting for the break. In February I
begin the swing. My birthday comes in March, just before St. Patrick's
Day, when we in the north all start letting our hair down.
It'll be a new quarter and hopefully the weather will be wann enough
for shorts. The wonder and awe from a change in the season and a
turnover in the wardrobe seems so simple a remedy.
Yeah, the change of scenery in the mountains would be nice right now.
Or Florida, Ariwna, South America ..
Until then, I'll try to imagine the pleasure playing out on the walls.
And I can always taJce a hot bath.

apa

Student Government takes
responsibility for actions
This is my statement regarding the issues
surrounding the unauthorized use of the SCSU
Student Government long distance access caje.
It is my hope that Student Government can
take action to rectify the present situation and,
hopefully, prevent similar situations from
occuning in the future.
Now that the university has taken over the
official investigation of this matter, it is my
hope that much of the conjecture surrounding
the unofficia1 investigation will be eliminated.
The efforts of some members of Student
Government, Fee Allocation and Finance
Committee who invested so much of their time
and energy on the unofficial investigation
making sure that the interests of students were
represented, are noted and appreciated.
It is now time for Student Government. as a
body, to hold ourselves accountable and ensure
a more responsible process for the fun.ire. I am
requesting that Srudent Government fonn an ad
hoc committee to review the present crisis and
make recommendations for a regular process to
internally audit our finances. It is my

recommendation that this be a six-member
committee, consisting of three members from
the Srudent Government body and three from
the general student body. I would request that
no person who took part in the unofficial or
officia1 investigation sit in on this committee.
This committee will have four weeks to
complete its task and make its
recommendations to Student Government.
This is an unfortunate and repeating crisis.
Nearly every year of the nine that the present
access code has been in effect, there have been
issues surrounding unauthorized use of the
access code. It is my vision that this year's
Student Government can take some pro-active
steps to ensure that it does not happen again.
We have started down the correct path in
making the matter public and holding ourselves
accountable as individua1s. Now it is time for
Srudent Government t~ 3ft as a body.
William Littlejohn
President
Student Government

Alumnus corrects statement
I am writing in response to
an article written in Friday's
Chronicle about a presentation
I made on Creation vs.
Evolution. There are several
mistakes in the article I wish
to address.
· First, \he title of the article
was ~'Big Bang theory vs. the
Bible," but my presentation
did not mention the Bible nor
did my audience. My
presentation was from a nonreligious view point and this
was stated in my introduction.
Second, it was reported that
I looked at both sides

objectively. My second
sentence in my introduction
stated that I was going to give
a biased view, slanted toward
a creator, totally subjective.
Third, I never spoke of
"Noah's Ark." This would
have violated my premise in
my introduction. My biggest
problerq with the article is the
apparent statement I made
regarding the compatibility of
evolution and .creation due to a
fossil record. This is what the
entire presentation proved
could not happen. My
presentation revolved around

the overwhelming evidence
pointing to a creator and the
impossibility of evolution ever
happening. Reporting without
religious bias by the media
was a1so brought up during
the question and answer
period and was demonstrated
in the article.
And one minor point. the
IDEA group's first major
event was the debate
''Christianity; True or False?"
Eric Pfeifer

Alumnus
Imaging science!
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Housing
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS,
Great amenities, close in location.
R~erside, 251-8284, 251-9418.
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,

water, garbage and panting. On-srte
laundry, 011 campus Clipper bus
line. 654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off.
street pali<ing. $15. 259-4841.
2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside

Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.
2-4-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint or individual leases. Rent
starts at $190. Heat, water and
basic cable included. Plug-ins
available with reserved parking.
Laundry faciltties, mini blinds in each
room, large rooms. HIGH POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. 654-8300.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum, new
blinds, newly painted!! $415/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300
4-BDRM.APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two baths. $220/rnonth per
persm 255-9262.
4-BDRM. APTS. ON 5TH AVE.
Now renting summer/lall. Best deal
on 5th ave. $189/month, 12 month
~ase or start Sept. 1. $225/mooth.
Details? 259-09TT.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
37 locations left. Houses, apt.
houses and apt. buildings.
Responsible and respectful young
adults wanted. Dan, 255-9163.

$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to campus, heat paid. 2518284, 251-9418.
$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
So~hview,
large ' bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heai paid.
R~rside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.

Classifieds

710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$540-$600. Nine month leases.
Electric, heat. Frae panting. Dan,
255-9163. ·
AFFORDABLE ROOMS
for rent. Close to campus and bus
route. 259-9673.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. Low security
deposit. 255-9262.
•
AMENmES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, NC, one and a ha~
baths. Riverside Property, 2518284, 251-9418.
APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$99 per month, fall, starting at $169
per month: Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.

Policies:

Deadline: Noon,"Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.

BENTONWOOD.
211 and 311. One-bdrm. apts. SE St.
Cloud JNCT. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,
251-1925.
BENTONWOOD.
. Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $400, twelve mooth lease.
$450, nine month lease. JNCT. Hwy.
10 and 23. Dan, 255-9163.

ATTN: WOMEN,
share house. Laundry, parking,
keyed rooms, walking distance, fall.
$175,-$230. Tammy, 252-9839.
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
APTS.
Eight locations, dose to SCSU, heat
paid, dishwashers, garages, Excel
Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.

BRIDGEPORt
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers, dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253--0910.

AVAILABLE NOWI
Private rooms for men in four-bdrm.
apts. Discounted rates. Very close.
251-6005, Excel Properties.

CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253--0910.

AVAILABLE NOW!
PrNate rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm.apt. available 2/1. Near
Cobom's and downtown. $300$350. Heat paid. Dan, 251-1925.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near D.T. . and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.

CAMPUS PLACE.
Free panting, free heat, free $50,
free bike garage, and free open
study room oo our three-bdrms.
Now renting four and three-bdrm.
apts. in walking distance to campus.
Amenities include dishwashers,
microwaves, NC, mini-blinds, in a
secure building. 252-2000.
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
d~hwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251-8284, 251·
9418.

IJou Deserve the (Jest for £ess!
Metroview Apts. Univ. North Apts. Southview Apts.
310 S. Eighth Ave. 327 S . Seventh Ave. 523 S. 12th St.
Westview Apts. University Apts·. College View Apts.
720 S. Seventh Ave. 339 S . Sixth Ave. 1450 S. Fifth Ave.

Singles, doubles in 1, 2, 3, 4 bdrm apt.
,...
~

?-

·

V r-:.

Featuring: A.C., Microwaves, Dishwashers, and
Superb Locations

•"' Riverside Real Estate

229 Fifth Ave. S. Next to Kinkos

"

Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit e~ists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis . .
· For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 2554086 or 255-2164,
during nonnaJ business hours.

BEST SUBLEASE DEAL
on 5th Ave. Immediate openings,
men and women. Usually
$219/month, now $179/month thru
May. Private room, free cable,
individual lease, low deposit. 2590077.

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apt for
women. Close to SCSU. Discounted
rates. 251-6005.
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251-8284

4Bdrm. AP',.

4 Bdnn.Apts

Southside

Olympic I

13thSt.S.

Apts.
(iOSJSth St. S.

~fskl f:t

I

28'rm.Apu

Parbide Apu.
606 1lthSt.S.

EASTWOOD PARK.
One and two-bdrm. $450/month.
Includes heat, water, gar6age and
panting. On-srte laundry. 252-2000.
EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Rwerside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.
EFFICIENCY APT.
available 3-1-97. Two blocks from
campus. Very nice, discounted rent.
251-6005, Excel Properties.
FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., A/C, campus
dose, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.
Quality living. 2-bdrm.-13 bdrm.
Heat paid, responsible and
respectful young adults. Dan, 2559163.
LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury off-campus living starting at
an affordable price, $210/person.
Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts.,
modem light oak cabinets, window
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, attractive grounds, laundry
on each floor, garages and plug-ins
available. 654-1069, 252-2000.
LARGE ONE-BDRM. APT.
Ten minute bus ride to campus, heat
paid, off-street parking, tree rent fro
February. $380/month, available
immediately. Todd, 654-1485.
M&M APARTMENTS.
Four-bdrm. apts. available for
summer, fall. 259-9434.

I

M&M·SUITES.
One room efficiency available
immediately. Also renting for
summer and fall. Quiet building.
Includes utilities, expanded cable.
259-9434.
MALE SUBLEASER WANTED
spring quarter in four-bdrm. apt
259-9434.
METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to
SCSU, decks, d~hwashers. Heat
paid, NC , security, garages, micros.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
NICE ROOMS FOR RENT

~~~~~::, oo~::s~!r,lncl~~~
utilities. 259-9673.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrms. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micrps. H• paid.
Results, 253--0910.
NOW RENTING,
eight locations, campus close,
amenities galore, Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253--0910.
ONE-TWO FEMALE
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
starting Feb./March. Very nice
house on 7th. Free panting, W/D.
202-1595.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at
$360/month.
Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
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ONE IN FOUR-BDRM.,
subleaser specials, $179 and up.

indoor pool, huge beach side hot
tub, suites up to ten people, liki
Beach bar, home of the world's
longest keg party. Free info., (800)
488-8828.
www.sandpiperbeacon.com.

University Square, 251-0525.

ONE ROOM IN FOUR-BDRM.
Available immediately. Utilities paid,
on-site laundry. $220/month, $200
dep. 202-9598.

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdnn. apts. Heat paid, well
maintained bldgs., eight locations,
close to campus, dishwashers,

parking, laundry, Excel Prop. Mgmt
251-6005.

RAVINE APTS.
Call 253-7116.
SEEKING ONE OR TWO
responsible people to rent 3-4-bdrrn.
house with two females near SCSU.
(1) $230/month, (2) $280/mon1h.
Includes
utilities.
Available
immediately. Call 685-8207.
SINGLES.
M/F, available immediately. $169 per

BEST HOTELS
and lowest prices for spring break
beach
destinations.
Florida,
Cancun, Jamai~, etc. Call now for
room availability. Inter-Campus
Prog.
(800)
327-6013.
http://www.icpt.com.

;~~o~r:r1:~nc·u~E~~~-~:aF;~
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.

COLLEGE TOURS
Mazatlan spring break '97 from
$429 (Minneapolis departure). Your
total package indudes: fount trip
airfare to Mazatlan, seven nights
hotel accommodation, round trip
transfers to and from the airport.
College Tours staff in Mg.zatlan to
assist you, .free private cocktail
parties... and much, much more! For
a free' informational flier call free,
(800)
571-5874.
(www.collegetours.com).

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

month. Select Properties, 253-1154.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
two large bdrms., close to scsu1
cheap summer and fall rates.

Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.

STATEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
by March 1. 817 6th Ave. S. Two
blocks from campus. Call lim. 2030535. $239/month.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
spring quarter. Female, N/S,
$185/month with free tuck under
parking. Amy, 202· 1052, Monday's
5-10 p.m.
SUBLEASER WANTED
for spring quarter. Men and women
to share four-bdnn. apts. Close to
campus, reasonable rates. 2516005, Excel Properties.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
SUMMER & FALL
'97·'98 school year. Two, four and
five-bdm1. apts. $235-$279. Call
259-9283, 252-6697. .
TWO-BDRM. ,
with Qen. March 1. Heat paid,,
balcony, expanded cable, A/C,
reserved parking. $470. 253-2155.
WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. -Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Resutts, 2530910.
SPRING QUARTER,
one and two-bdrm. apts. Also
sglJdbl. rooms. Dan. 255-9163.

FREE TRAVEL ANYWHERE
in the world! Don't let another
arduous endeavor interrupt you
from enjoying your leisurely
activities. Make your vacation plans
immediately after receiving exciting
details. Rush check or money order
for $3 to E.th. Buie Inc., P.O. Box
298, Oakdale, N.Y. 11769-0298.
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA applicafion. Call (800) 9320528 eit. 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext H-3883 lor
current listings.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Typesetting, consulting, e-mail,
faxes. Campus delivery. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
listings.
SPRING BREAK '97.
Don't be left out, space limited!!
Panama City and Daytona Beach,
Florida from $119. Call (800) 648·
4849 for more info.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLANI '
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
Beach Florida. Sandpiper-Beacon
~each .B.e~ort, !hree po9ls, one

ATTENTION FEMALESthree attractive, but poorly dressed
guys and one caveman, craving
female company. If you enjoy walks
in the park and the occasional
headbutt (via caveman), call Joe or
Tony (the other two lack effective
com~unication skills) at 203-7438.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING.
Term papers, thesis, etc. Efficient
service, reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 251-7001.

HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.

Employment

NEED DAY CARE
in our home for two little boys, 9:00
a.m.-2:00 p.m. daily. Car a must.
Great pay, easy job, need
references. 203-1871.

$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext R3883 for listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext T-3883 for
listings.
$1 ,750WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 308-1207.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Food/lodging! Get aH the options.
Call (919) 918-7767, ext. A199.
BAHAMAS.
looking for a great lifestyle? ti you
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
our company is looking for you! Earn
while you learn! Call 654-1110, M-F.

NEEDED,
Summer camp staff. Are you
energetic, resourceful, cheerful,
kind, enjoy the outdoors and
children? If you answered YES to
these questions, then come join us
for the summer at one of the two
beautiful camps operated by land of
Lakes Girl Scout Council. We are
looking for General Counselors,
Watertront, Food Service and a
Health Supervisor. Don't wait and
miss the opportunity to spend your
summer in North Central Minnesota.
Call or write for an application and
more information TODAY. land of
lakes Girl Scout Council, 117 S. 4th
St, Waite Parl<, MN 56387-1470.
(320) 252-2952 or (800) 955-6032.

ON CAMPUS POSITIONStudent Employment Director. As
Director, the student will act as a
liaison between area employers and
CIVIC CENTER:
the SCSU community, supervise
set-up janitorial position at the SI. daily administrative functions of the
Cloud Civic Center. Must be office, and coordinate the SCSU
responsible and good with the .Summer Job Fair. This position is
public. 15-25 hours per week. part-time
with
a quarterly
Mostly nights and weekends. Apply honorarium. This an excellent
2nd floor Civic' Center between 8 resume builder and. great way to
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday thru begin networking! To apply, submit a
Friday. EOE.
cover letter and resume to AS 101. If
you have questions, contact Stacey
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
Wicklund, Director of Student
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus free world Employment Services at 255-3756,
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.). No or Andy Ditlevson, Associate
exp. necessa,y. Roorrvboard. Rillg
(919) 918-7767, ext. C199.

Pick out your own 1a·rge private room in our
beautifuf two-bath apartments housing up to
four people at Fifth Ave., 11th St. S..
keyed bedroom locks
available storage space
on-site coin laundary
off-street parking
,

HELP WANTED.
Home Health Aide for elderly
Parkinson patient. Weekend and
week day mornings 8:00-10:00 A.M.
in private north St. Cloud home. $8
per/hr.
References
requirl;)d.
Dependability is important! Call 2514675.

NANNIES!
Call the ELITE nanny service!
Exciting positions nation-wide! No
fee. Top salaries. One year
commitment. Nannies Plus. ,Sandy,
(800) 728-3965.

Now renting summer and fall, '97

•
•
•
•

DRIVER ASSISTANTS
needed for special needs buses.
Hours: 6:45-8:45 A.M., 11 :25 A.M.12:50 P.M., 2:00-4:15 P.M. School
days-,wage: '$6.50 per hour. Call
Spanier Bus Service for more
infonnation. 251-3313.

WHY HAVEN'T YOU
REGISTERED
for the MSUS Job Fair '97? This is a
perfect opportunity for those seeking
fulHime careers to network with
over 135 employers. Register
TODAY at Career Services, AS 101 !

Halenbeck Apartments

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
everl!! $$$ Cash for college$$$. For
info.: (800) 243-2435.

.TOM'S BARBERSHOP.

CASH.
Disc Go Round pays more cash for
used eel's than anyone. Up to $5 per
disc. located behind Red lobster
on Division. Call (320) 203-9509 for
more information.
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air-conditioning
SCS/Halenbeck ne;xt door
U pjk-kwik next door
no application fee

Nine & 12 month leases are available
as monthly or quarterly payment plans

EXCEL Property

Mgmt. Inc.
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
or summer and fall.

Call 251-6005

Director of Career Services at 2554018.
RESIDENT MANAGER,
looking for mature student team to
manage a 23 unit student housing
complex. Duties include: office
administration, rent collection,
res.ident relations, leasing, janitorial
duties, light maintenance, superior
grounds maintenance. (Nontraditional student couples are
welcome to apply) Compensation
includes a rent free 1 one-bdrm. apt.
pllJS: sala,y and leasing incentives.
Send resume to ' Campus Place,
PO. Box 1715, Sf. Cloud, MN 56302
or fax to 252-2752 or call 252-2000~
SUMMER CAMP EMPLOYMENT.
Minnesota coed children's camp
seeks enthusiastic cabin counselors
and Instructors for over 30 activities
including: archery, arts, and crafts,
biking, boardsailing, canoeing,
fishing, lifeguards, riflery, sailing,
shop, springboard diving, trip
leaders, waterskiing. Rep at Feb.
13th Job Fair. Camp Foley, HCA 77
Box 172, Pine River, MN 56474.
(218)
543-6161
or
sbfhouse@uslink.net.

For Sale
1991 FORD PROBE.
85 K, sporty, great condition. Asking

$5500. 743-4434.
IGUANA AND CAGE.
Very friendly. Six months old. $100
or b/o. 203-7347, Paul, after 8:00
p.m. or 202-4700, pager, anytime.

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAL! Pay attention to the door.
God opens for you to proclaim
Christ's glory to others! It may be
only a crack, so pray for God's
guidance. Then you wi!I know the
truth and the truth will set you free!
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Is the infinite, burning,
screaming torture of human beings
in infinite hell a pertect moral
example, or an irlfinitely bad moral
example? The biblical Jesus Christ
lied. (Matt. 27:63)(Marl< 8:31) say
Jesus said he will rise "after" three
days. But (Luke 24:46)(Marl<
9:31)(Matt 17:23) say that Jesus
said he would rise "on" the third day.
logically test everything. Atheism is
true.
.,
YOURS TRULYThe challenge is met. The race is
on-you're behind! KVSC will declare
us trivia winners. It'll be G.D.I. No
more! -The Meisters.

• 4 bedroom apts,
• 8 campus locations
• 1V & phone jacks in

all bdrms.

• X-tra large bathrooms
w/ 2 showers
• Laundry facilities
• Parking, carports,
garbages

• Dishwa5"ers
• Microwaves, & more'

I---=--=-===,I'
NOW LEASING!
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Did you overspend your
Christmas budget?
.,,

A consolidation loan from
MSUSA Federal Credit
Union can help you out.

Eliminate making multiple
payments per month, and possibly
lower your monthly payments!!!

l
:-

➔

No appointment neccessary, just
stop by Atwood A152.
Or call 654-5474 and speak with
our friend! loan officers toda .

• Preferred One and other
insurances accepted
• Stale pf the art facility
• New water ma!?sage therapy'
• Convenient location
Near Crossroads Mall on
Division St. & HWY. 15

*call for appointment*
evening appointments available

3700 W. Division St. Suite 101
St. Cloud, MN 56301

251-3450

